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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
q

____

ANNUAL DRIEFING ON MEDICAL USE OF
BYPRODUCT MATERIAL

____

.

PUBLIC MEETING
.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
Rockville, Mary! :d

Tuesday, February 12, 1991

The Commission met in open session,

pursuant to notice, at 1:30 p.m., Ke. ath M. Carr,

Chairman, presiding.

j COMMISSIONERS PRESENT:.

KENNETH M. CARR, Chairman of the Commission
KENNETH C. ROGERS, Commissioner-

JAMES R. CURTISS, Commissioner
FORREST J. REMICK, Commissioner
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STAFF SEATED AT THE COMMISSION TABLE:

SAMUEL J. CHILK, Secretary
(

WILLIAM C. PARLER, General Counsel

JAMES TAYLOR, Executive Director for Operations

HUGH THOMPSON, DEDO

LARRY CAMPER, Section Leader, Medical and Academic
Section

RICHARD CUNNINGHAM, Director, Division of Ind, and .

Med. Nuclear Safety, NMSS

*

VANDY MILLER, A/D, State Agreements Programs

JOSEPHINE PICCONE, Senior Project Manager, Medical and
Academic Section
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1 P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

2 1:30 p.m.
q

3 CHAIRMAN CARR: Good af ternoon, ladies and

4 gentlemen.

5 This is the NRC staff's annual briefing

6 of the Commission on the medical use of byproduct
e

7 material. The purpose of the briefing is for the
.

8 staff to provide a programmatic overview of NRC's

.

9 regulatory program for medical t:ses. Today's briefing

10 provides an opportunity for the Commission to assess

11 the status and effectiveness of NRC's current

12 regulatory program to ensure the safety of medical

13 uses of byproduct mattcial.

14 Do my fellow Commissioners have any

(
15 opening comments?

i

-16 If not, Mr. Taylor, please proceed.

17 MR. TAYLOR: Good afternoon. With me

18 today at the table, to my right, Hugh Thompson, my

19 Deputy covering this area, and to his right Dick

20 Cunningham from the Office of NMSS, Vandy Miller from-

21 the Office of GPA. To my left, Larry Camper and
,

22 Josephine Piccone, both from NMSS. Mr. Bernero and

23 Mr. Glenn, who.were to be here today, are ill today.

24 In 1988, the staff provided the Commission

25 with a five coint program --

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 CHAIRMAN CARR: It's not a medical

(p 2 retribution anywhere, is it?

3 MR. TAYLOR: No.

4 MR. CAMPER: We don't believe so.

5 MR. TAYLOR: I think they're taking home

6 remedies.

7 In 1988, the staff provided the Commission

8 with a five point program for improving oversight of
.

9 the medical use of byproduct material. In approving -

10 this plan, the Commission directed the staff to
11 provide an annual briefing on this program. This is

12 the third such briefing.

13 Since the last briefing, the staff has
4
4 14 continued to pursue a number of significant

15 initiatives across the five areas, including, first,
16 continuation of efforts to promulgate the quality
17- assurance role, including the pilot- program;

18 conducting studies of the cause of medical errors due

19 to human factors; and has established a medical
20. visiting fellows program.

,

21 In addition, the staff continues
-

.

22 resolution of issues identified in the radiopharmacy
23 petition filed by the American College of Nuclear
24 Physicians and the . Society of Nuclear Medicine and

25 continues to meet with and respond to recommendations
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5 )

-l' from our Advicory. Committee on tho - Madical Uce 'of
^

l

2 Isotopes.=g

-3' These issues, along -with others, which

4 were noted in the annual report on this program which

5 we have recently provided to you, will now be

'6 ' discussed further by Larry Camper from NMSS.
4

7 MR. CAMPER: Thank you, Mr. Taylor.
4 -

8 'As Mr. Taylor pointed out, Doctor Glenn

.

9- was originally going ' to give this briefing. Mr.

10 Bernero is absent. I'm- getting over the tail end of
.

11 the same thing, so this may become known as ' the

- 12 influenza briefing of 1991. But hopefully we can

13 cover everything that's important.*

-f
: 't 14. -(Slide) May we have our - first slide,

,

15 please?
4

16 In looking at the- annual briefing, the

17 subject matter that we're going to discuss today was
~

18' -provided to you in a recent' Commission paper

19 identified as SECY-91-026. Tho' format that we'll"

. . 20 follow will be the same that you have seen before for

21 this briefing. We will 'look at the five point program -
,

a

those 'being program development, which of42 2 areas, .

23- course-is primarily focused upon improving licensee

: 24 performance; interorganization cooperation, which

' 25 focuses upon coordinating efforts -with other

NEAL R. GROSS
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l r gulatory cgancica; ctoff davelopmsnt, which

2 emphasizes upgrading the depth of experience on ourg

3 own staff; oversight, which of course is an increased

4 presence; and information which is designed to improve

5 communications.

6 (Slide) Next slide.

7 Under the category of program development,
.

8 the first thing that's important to point out is a

9 program for dosimetry assistance. In this regard, the
'

10 staff has arranged and put in place a contract with

11 l Oak Ridge Associated Universities. The contract is
:

12 primarily designed to look at internal exposures which

13 are received by people in NRC licensing facilities and
<

i 14 in some instances patients which are undergoing,

!

{ nuclear medicine procedurea.15

16 To a great degree at least, this was

17 triggered by the event which occurred at Tripler Army

18 flospital in Hawaii. You may recall that in that case
l

19 there was a significant exposure to the thyroid gland

20
'

of a nursing infant.

21 This contract is approximately $100,000.00
.

22 in value. It is good through September cf 1991. We

23 do receive monthly reports from Oak Ridge as well as

24 immediate reports or timely reports in those instances

25 ! when we need to turn to them for assistance. And if

|'i| NEAL R. GROSS
COUAT REPORTEAS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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1 fun'da chould be available', ws havo the opportunity to

2 : extend this contract.
,.

3 COMMISSIONER REMICK: What is it they're.

4 actually doing in dosimetry there at Oak Ridge? j

i
'

-5 MR. CAMPER: Primarily they're looking at

6 providing internal exposures as - indicated by - the

7 episode that takes place. In the case of Tripler, for'

8- example, they were able to compute the thyroid dose
.-

9 delivered to the nursing infant. So, it will be

'

10 variable, specific upon the radioisotope in question

11 and the procedure in question. But the main thing is

12 ~that we have the ability to receive a timely response-

13 by an organization of the stature of Oak Ridge.

' '14 CHAIRMAN CARR: So, it's a tasking

l5' contract?

16 MR. CAMPER: That's right, it is a tasking

17 contract.
7

18 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Yes, but is -it

-19 computational techniques or what? They aren't

20' developing dosimeters,- it'c calculations. Is that it?'*

21 DOCTOR PICCONE: Yes.
.-

1

-22 MR. CAMPER: That's right.

23 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: We've been

24 reporting medical misadministrations to the Congress

25 in AO reports for some time. How have we evaluated

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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1

i'
:l' those gunstions before this contract?

-:

p 2 MR._ CAMPER: Well, f.f I-understand your '

. .

3 question, there has been a need -- we have perceived

4 a.need, particularly as a result of what happened at-

5_ Tripler. - Many of the cases -that happen with

6- misadministrations don't involve the degree of

;7 . severity that occurred at Tripler. We have felt the

8 ~

.

need to enhance our capability as a result of that-

9 type of thing. *

10 MR. THOMPSON: Specifically, I think, to

11 the misadministrations, two reports are typically

12 given. . One, the licensee who has a responsibility to

13 evaluate the dose, we will typically report that and

-

14' confirm it with our own consultants ' or on staff

15- calculations.- We have the capability to do general
I

16 scoping verification type calculations. I think the,

|-
.

17 Oak Ridge dosimetry.is just a clear improvement over

18 .that capability in.a time fashion and with those that

_19 are particularly significant, like an infant. Those,

20 -I think, are ducimetry type calculations or dose
.

21 calculations we really haven't had a lot of experience
.

22 doing.

23 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay. Good.
'

L '24 MR. CAMPER: And in the case of Tripler
p

25 as. -well, the staff in Region V, as well as

NEAL R. GROSS
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l' Headquarters, did preparo coma computctions an to the

2 expected dose-to be delivered. But it is a need to
4..

3 further enhance that.

4 Okay. Under the' area of human factors,

5 human factors, of course, is a significant contributor

'

6 to medical incidents, misadministrations and

7 otherwise. If we're going to reduce such errors, we
.

.

8 feel that there's a need to better understand the

*

-9 impact of the human factor arena. In this regard, we -

10 have -contracts in place currently that look at

11 teletherapy and remote brachytherapy functions. These

' 12 are tasked analysis types of contracts and we hope

13 that these' will ' lay the groundwork for more
1
i 14 programmatically directed regulations-or studies in

- 15 ': the future.

'16 Under the area of quality assurance rule-

-17 and pilot program, as'well as radiopharmacy petition,

18 we'.ll look at those more closely with individual

19 slides.

20 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Two years ago NMSS.

21 : hired their first human factors expert. Do we still
.

22 heve one at NMSS or do we-have more than one?

23 MR. CAMPER: We have Doctor Dennis Serig,
d

24 who . has played an' active : role in monitoring and

L 25 developing these contracts that are currently ongoing

NEAL R. GROSS
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!

I cnd continuam to do co.

; 2 COMMISSIONER REMICK: It seemed like you

3 had a lot of work to do. Is he swamped or do we have

4 any plans for adding personnel?

5 MR. CAMPER: I'm not aware of plans for

6 adding, but we certainly have him very busy right now

7 with the current contracts and, of course, it's

8 interesting to point out that the medical community
9 often says to us when we're discussing *

10 misadministrations that this is all about human error.
11 So, it is certainly conceivable that what we're doing
12 is very important.

13 MR. THOMPSON: He has developed for NMSS

- 14 a human factors program plan that involves the Office

15 of Research. So, he's not alone in evaluating the

16 human factors questions that come up. In fact, we can

17 use contractors. So, from where he started when I

18 brought him over there a few years ago, which they
19 were kind of like NRR before-TMI, I'd say -- but it
20 was a significant addition to the NMSS staff. We also ,

21 do use him in some of the fuel cycle facilities, in
.

22 some of the problems we have there. So, we do spread

23 him fairly thinly and we continue to monitor him.

24 But the primary thrust of his expansion

25 right now is with the Office of Research.

NEAL R. GROSS
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1. COMMISSIONER REMICK2. Thank you.

.2- MR. CAMPER: So, it doec.seem that he'sp

3 very busy.
c.

4 As I said, we'll talk about the quality

5 assurance rule, the.. pilot program- and the

j

6, radiopharmacy petition with separate slides.
'

.

7 (Slide) Next slide, please.
.

'

8 The OA pilot program was conducted in

9 conjunction with the quality assurance rulemaking-that--

10 we're currently-. involved with. You may recall that

11 the - pilot program was designed to assist us in

12 determining the licensee's effectiveness in meeting

13: the- proposed rule,. to determine if performance
.

.g

1 14 objectives could spot mistakes which could lead to

15 misadministrations if not - corrected, and..to aid in

16. determining- the- impact of the proposed quality

17 ' assurance rule on. current medical practice.

18 The OA pilot program consisted of 64 i

<

19 volunteers, 23 of those being NRC licensees, 41 of

20- those. being agreement state licensees. They were,

21 selected on the basis -of- geography, urban versus.
.

22- rural, public versus private and the type ci materials -

23 being-used in each facility. In addition to this.

24 fact, there:were 18 sites of the 64 volunteers that-

25 were visited by our-0A team to evaluate directly

NEAL R. GROSS
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'

.1 first-hnnd; tha- impact of- the OA rule on their--

*

p .2 programs.

3 -In addition to this, this program.which

4- was conducted during May and July of 1990, there were

5 pre and post-trial workshops' associated with it. The

6 post-trial workshops took place in Atlanta, Dallas,

7 Chicago, Philadelphia and Washington, so that we were
.

8 geographically reachable to a number of the

9 participants. This undertaking, of course, was led *

,

10 by Research, with participation by NMSS as well as

m 11 . regional representatives. The. workshops seem to be

-12- very bene:icial. I personally attended a number of

13 them, four of the five, and believe that we got a lot -

:14 'of very positive: and worthwhile. feedback from the

15 participants.*

16 (Slide) Next slide, please.

-17 COMMISSIONER ROGERS:- Just before you
,

18 leave that slide --

.19 -MR. CAMPER: Yes, sir.

20 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Did you feel that .

21 . you got the breadth of diversity among the volunteers
.

22 that you.were seeking?

23- MR. CAMPER: Clearly,.64 can be viewed as

24 'a small number. But we did feel that the strata was
~

b
..

25 representative. We did feel that we had a number of
i

NEAL R. GROSS
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'1* privato prcctics fccilition, broad licenseca, classic

.2 community hospitals. We felt that there was a good.

1

3 representation and we felt that-we got. feedback that

4 represented their specific concerns.

5 For example, a' private practice setting

5 where there's one physician, for example, clearly

.7 -looks at some of the management. involvement and the,

..

.8 need to audit and some concerns that go along with it

9 quite differently than would, say, a broad licensee.- '

-10 So, - yes, I would answer your question. in the

11~ = affirmative, that we did get a good ' representative f

12 sample.
,

13 The results of the program were

A-
3 14 ~ interesting. Most of the volunteers had an existing-

15 OA program-in place which addressed the majority of

16 the objectives of the QA rule. The --

17_ MR. THOMPSON: Just so you understand, we

18 looked-at two things. We looked at their program, we

-_19 looked at their paper and then I think we went'and

20 looked at their implementation. So, I think when you
,

21 say most of the volunteers at a. program, this is just'

*
,

22 the paper portion, I believe, on it that they were

23 looking at.;

24 MR. CAMPER: The workshops were attended

25 primarily by - technologists and physicists. I do

NEAL R. GROSS,
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1 recall that thoro ware thres physicians which

2 attended. This is something that was pointed out to(

3 us during the recent ACMUI maeting in January. I will

4 cover the ACMUI comments later as a distinct line item

5 because they were important and many of them. But the

6 participants, the majority of the participants in the

7 workshop expressed a small incremental cost associated

.

8 with implementing the pilot program. But again, some

9 groups,-and particularly the ACMUI, as well as some -

10 members of professional societies, have questioned

11 ' this because of the record keeping associated with it.

12 So, I would draw caution, if you will, to the small

13 incremental cost line item and point out that this was

14 expressed by the participants.

15 i Similarly during these workshops, we got

: 16 a number of suggestions on specific requirements to
i j.

17 6 improve the rule and to further decrease the costs
|

18 associated with the rule. I would characterize

19 generally speaking the recommendations to improve the
|

| 20 rule and further decrease the cost of the rule as
,

I

| 21 being associated with whether or not we should include
.

22 diagnostic materials uses in the quality assurance

23 - rule. Generally, the feedback seemed to be that if
:

24 we were to not include diagnostic, that would be
l

25 substantially reducing paperwork burden and related

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTER $ AND TRANSCRIBERS
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1 cost.

2 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Is it safe top

3 conclude that since most of those 64 had a OA program,

4 that that's the case industry-wide or profession-wide

5 or can't we tell?

6 MR. CAMPER: I would h6sitate to draw that

7 conclusion, certainly with regards to private practice
.

8 scenarios. In the case of institutional settings,

9 given the current status of quality assurance medicine*

10 and guidelines espoused by JCAHO and other certifying

11 accredited bodies like American College of Radiology

12 and what have you, I suspect that the answer would be

13. generally yes, they would have similar programs in
.

1 14 place. In the case of the private practice setting,

15 I would be somewhat hesitant, although I'm sure that

16 many of them, at last, adhere to standards espoused

17- by the Society of Nuclear Medicine or the American

18 College of Radiology. It's a question of degree and

19 | formality.

20 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Of the 64, you,

21 indicate they made suggestions on improving a rule.
.

22 Did any of those 64 suggest that we not promulgate the

23 final rule?

24 MR. CAMPER: Well, I'm sure if I were to

25 go back and review the transcripts of the numerous

f
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~1 m:otingo, I- would find- commsnts to that offect in ]
i

' 2 .there, yes'. . Generally speaking, throughout these. I. , -

'3~ workshops, there-is always some questions-as to the

4 efficacy for.the rule, the rationale..behind the rule, l

|l

| 5 CHAIRMAN CARR: At least 63 of them. J

L
| 6 MR. CAMPER: Yes. One was positive, 63

7, were negative. No, but in all of these there was '

!.

8 certainly some comments to that effect. But I would . J

9 also, at the same time, have to characterize it though- -

,

10 as most of them saying that it was not that.much of-

11 a burden,. either in terms of coat or manpower 'and' that

112 they felt in many cases it was an improvement of their

13. . programs.1

$
t 14 I think, if nothing else,-in some cases -

L 15 it' caused them'to go back and look at what they were

16 doing-and how they'got to the end result. .That was

'

17 . viewed as being positive. But certainly the commentsj

18 were mixed.

19- (Slide) Next slide, please.

20 Another very sensitive issue that we're
,

! 21- confronting at this point in timo la the radiopharmacy
.

22 petition. The_ petition, you may recall, was received

23 .by the Agency in June of 1989. It was filed by'the

24 'American College of Nuclear Physicians and the Society

25. of Nuclear Medicine. Staff chose to split - this
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1 particular effort on this petition into two

2 components, one that we would carry through the

3 regular rulemaking process and one that we would

4 attempt to expedite in order to provide relief to the

5 medical community.

6 At the time we were considering the tack

7 for dealing with this petition. We did look at
.

8 enforcement discretion. We did look at generic

9 exemptions and we did, of course, look at immediately-

10 effective rules.

11 The interim final rule was approved by the

12 Commission on the 25th of July 1990 and published in

13 a Federal Register notice on the '23rd of August 1990.

14 It was designed to provide relief to the medical

15 community from strict adherence to package inserts in

16 the area of elution of generators and preparation of
4

17 ] reagent kits, as well as for indications for the use
|

18 | of radiopharmaceuticals in therapy.

I
19 i The rule has been met with a mixed

!

20 ! response. In some cases, we have been applauded for
I

*

| our ef forts to expedite that part of the rule that21
|*

| dealt with the majority of nuclear medicine procedures22
1

23 affected. On the other hand, we have received some

|
24 criticism from the medical community in the

25 | radiopharmacies ' h regards to the record keeping |'

|
s ;
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1 component of the rule. The rule does carry with it

2 a three year sunset provision and a record keeping

3 requirement. Departures which are made under the rule

4 must be directed by a physician, must be a physician

5 directed deviation. They trust be documented. The

6 deviations are to reduce risk to a patient or provide

7 benefit not c,therwise obtainable. Some members of the

8 medical community have argued that the latitude

9 provided by the rule did not go far enough, that it '
-

10 is still too restrictive. There has been some concern
11 expressed, particularly by the commercial

12 radiopharmacies, that the rule may be too strictly
13 enforced.

4

\ 14 On the 20th of September, Syncor

15 International Corporation, which is a largo commercial

16 radiopharmacy concern, did file a petition for

17 consideration and stay of action regarding the interim

18 rule, and subsequently on the 19th of October did file
5

19 a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court of the District
20 of Columbia, if there are any questions regarding f s

\ -21 those actions by Syncor, I would defer then to Mr.
| | |

I
l [

*

22 ! Treby, since we're currently in litigat. ion with i i

|1 '

23 Syncor. ' '

)24 (Slide) The next slide, please. ..|
t '25 j The radiopharmacy petition, as I mentioned |
! t
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l< a'few momsnts ago,. was divided into two components. i

.2 The remaining components are certainly complicated andq.

3- - will require a great deal of effort to resolve. Those ;

4 issues involve the use of radiopharmaceuticals for ,

5 human research, the use of radio-labeled biologics,

6 which are also sometimes known as PLAs or . product
J

7 license applications as identified- by the . FDA, and

8 both of these categories he.vez the potential to affect-

9 the broad spectrum of medical licensees authorized-

' 10 under'Part 35,

E

11 The human research area would noto

12 necessarily provide diagnostic or therapeutic benefit.

13 For example, it could be research into such things as
,4

T 14 physiologica.1 response to nutrition - changes, as an

15 example.. . With regards to human research also, there
r

16. is a mechanirm currently in place whereby community

F I? -hospitals can obtain approval through the. licensing

18' process if they submit an ' adequate program under1

2,

10' .-careful review and scrutiny -by our license review--

20 . staff, can ' be .authc.rized to do human research. B.ut ,,

i

21= of course,.if we were to pursue. the -.rulemaking - to-

*

- ,

22 cuthorize such, this would' affect all or-potentially

23 affect all. medical licensees. So you can certainly
1

24 sense that there's:a great deal of concern in that,

25 regard.
! -

i- |
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h

11- - The arco r# redio-labeled biologics lo an

2 emerging; area, primarily involving the use ofp

=3 monoclonal antibodies. Some of these monoclonal

4 antibody procedures would involve isotopes that have

5 a greater potential for harm. Some of these are alpha

6-
.

emitters, some of them are higher energy beta !

7. : emitters, some of them have longer half lives and some
.

8 of them involve larger quantities'of isotopes that

9 we're.alrecdy familiar with, such as Iodine-131. We -

10 are currently working NMSS is currently working--

11 with the Office of Research through a contract to

12 develop a NUREG identified as CR-4444 and entitled,-

13 " R a d i a t i'o n ' S a f e t y Issues Related to Rcdio-Labeled

- 14 Antibodies " Our effort there, of course, l's to try
:15 to disseminate this information out to the medical-
16 community, the licensed community in a timely fashion

17- .to assist them with this emetging area and to help us

18 in ' the future - develop standard review plans $nd R

19 -licensing guidelines that would be effective for-

'20 dealing with this new area of medical use.
.

21 COMMISSIONER REMICK: How about our
4

22: ; calculational- . capability for doses with .those

23 isotopes?. Is that'something that ORAU is working on
24 or do we have that in-house capability, if these are

25 in use already, these isotopes?
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1 MR. CAMPER: Right. Within the reg.

2 guide, the NUREG that I was referring to, there's a
g

3 great deal of information about doses or doses

4 associated with these isotopes and those procedures.

5 That's one factor that's taking place. Similarly, we

6 could turn to Oak Ridge if necessary to do dose

7 calculations involving monoclonal procedures as well
.

8 as other procedures that we're involved in. In f act,

9 that may be very beneficia3 in the future.*

10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The Oak Ridge group was

11 initially formed to do these kinds of calculations of

12 reemerging technology to unique biological uptake

13 sorts of things. They're very closely tied into the

f
6 14 committee that's called the MODE Committee, an acronym

15 I can't remember what it stands for, but it's the

16 committee that deals mainly with biological uptakes

17 and radiation dosimetry calculations.

18 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: The schedule here

19 calls for you to go back to the Commission with a

20 j proposed rulo?
,

21 MR. CAMPER: That's correct. Our schedule
.

22 calls for us to come back to you by November of 1992

23 with our recommendations on the remaining issues in
:

24 the petition. During that time, of course, we're
|
,

25 going to be very busy. This is going to require a j

i
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Tl: great dtal of 'interfecs with FDA and the Offico of '

{j 2 Research has a lead on the project and we'll be

3 : working. closely with them,

4 The third one there in particular gets us
5 into an area that is indeed very complex, the pharmacy

6 preparation of radio-labeled drugs. What this really
I

7 involves, if you .will. is the preparation of

_8 - radiopharmaceuticals outside of the classical NDA IND ' '

9 framework. That. is, a new drug application,. .

,

'10 investigation of new drug framework. It raises
, .

'll questions like what is the training and experience of
12- the radiopharmacist that will prepare such compounds,
13 what level of peer review and controls exist in

< 14 - smaller. institutions |as compared to the larger broad'
15 . licensing institutions. Smaller hospitals may not

16 necessarily trt.ined radiopharmacists.

17 So, it does raise a host of questions

18 =about the? practice of radiopharmacy which is a very
19 complex area. Once we go beyond the NDA IND

'20 framework, we have to be very careful as we move
.

21- ahead. So, the next two years will be very busy in
22 that-regard.

.

.23 (Slide) Next slide, please.

24 To a lighter . subject, that being

25 interorganization cooperation, as I said earlier, this
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1 primarily involvos our intoractions- with othnr

j 2 regulatory agsncies.- First is the Food and Drug

3 Administration. We have developed a very good working

4 rapport with FDA. We spent a lot of time interacting

5 with that organization as we develop the interim final

6 rule. Our life is somewhat complicated in dealing

7 - with the FDA though because FDA is reluctant to
.

8 provide definitive answers regarding strict adherence

9 to package inserts. So, we find ourselves, on one-

10 hand, trying to ensure that safety and efficacy y

11 concerns are met and that we take licensing actions

12 that are appropriate, while at the same time trying

13 to provide flexibility to the medical community to

- 14 practice nuclear medicine and not hold them to aune

15 standard that may be unreasonable, the standard being

16 the package insert.

17 So, our interactions with FDA the next

18 couple of years in that area will be very crucial and

-19- very important.

~.0 - CHAIRMAN CARR: Do we want to pin them,

21 down?
.

L 22 MR. CAMPER: Perhaps we do. It would

23- certainly be nice if we could have FDA take some
,

24 act.4.on with - some of these things and provide some

25- specific clarification --
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1 CHAIRMAN CARRt W311, Co for W3'vs don 3

'

2 this on an informal basis, I assume. Do you want the

3 Commission to write them a letter and request they go

i

4 on record?

5 MR. CAMPERt That may be helpful. We're
b

6 dealing with some very complex issues right now in the

7 ~ radiopharmacy practice area that it would be helpful
.

8 to_get some input from FDA on, to know what their

9 position is, in fact. *

10 MR. THOMPSON: I believe earlier we've

11 also gone-formally with letters to and fro with the

12 FDA. So I think there's an appropriate time for us

13 to do that. Certainly on this petition we'll

- 14 obviously. work very closely and we'll want their.

15 position on the recor -5 the FDA.

16 I think thw is some tension within the 1

17 medical community and FDA on some of this area also.

18 So, there seems to be efforts on the part of the

| 19 '- medical community to address where they're unhappy

20 with the FDA. They come and try to --
,

21 CHAIRMAN CARR: Yes, that's why I-asked
.

22 the question. You don't want to.go ask the question

23 if.you don't think you're going to like the answers

24 though.

25- MR .- THOMPSON: Well, that's true and I

i
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!
l

1 think in moot ccc30 FDA hoc bzon vary holpful. Tharo 1

2 was this radiopharmaceutical rulemaking that was a bi+.
I i

l

3 more difficult in getting resolution of the issues, j
!

4 1 think it worked out well at the end, but there was

5 some initial interaction with the FDA staff that

6 created some corcern on the staff'- part. But I

7 certainly think we have no concern with getting a
|.

8 formal FDA and Commission support to get a position

9 if we need one,-

10 CHAIRMAN CARR: If you want help, holler.

11 MR. THOMPSON: Thank you.

12 MR. CAMPER: The next group, the

13 Department of Health and Human Services, and in

14 particular HCFA, is an area that we have had some

15 | cooperative interactions with in that in our

16 inspection process if we find things that seem to be

17 within the purview of HCFA as it relates to the

18 quality of medical care, there have been instances

19 when we have drawn to the attention of appropriate

20 HCFA management that we have made such findings.
,

21 Generally though, the radioisotope imaging area is
.

22 such a small part of what HCFA is concerned about that

23 there's not a great deal of concern there.

24 CHAIRMAN CARR: You're aware that I went

25 to HCFA early on in the OA rule because one of the
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1 comp 1cinto was that th y didn't got raimburend for
|

2 money they put into OA, they only got reimbursed forg

1

3 treating patients, and asked them if they could do |

4 anything about taking a look at that. But I never got !

5 any feedback and I don't know whether you all explored

6 that problem. !

7 MR. CUNNINGHAM: We did meet with HCFA. |

8 I forget the person's name from HCFA, but it was a ,

1

9 follow-up on your meeting. !-

10 CHAIRMAN CARR: Yes.

11 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Very clearly. Basically

12 what they told us was that HCFA deals in billions and

13 billions of dollars and they make big block budget
i

i 14 things. The incremental cost of something like the

15 OA rule would never be found in the budget that they'd

16 handle and they'd probably not cut it that fine.

17 MR. THOMPSON: I think they also said

18 that they support the concept of quality and so they

19 didn't have any --

20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Oh, yes.
.

21 CHAIRMAN CARR: I guess the question is
.

22 if the hospital then filed it, would they pay it?

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Sir?

24 CHAIRMAN CARR: I guess if the hospital

25 filed the claim, would they pay it is the question,
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1 of couras, in those billions and billions of dolicro?

2 'MR. CUNNINGHAM: And we got no answer top~
L,

3 that question. Now, they might. I think it would

'
4 have to depend on what the hospitals do. But we

.

5 cannot get an answer to that specific question.

6 MR. PARLER: I would assume that the

7 hospital would allocate such costs to each-of the
.

8 hundreds of thousands of patients whose bills are sent +

i
*

9 in. That's the way they would get their money back.

10 -MR. CUNNINGHAM: Well --

11 MR. PARLER: At least from personal

12 experience I can make that comment.

' 13 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes. HCFA does a

I 14 periodic examination of the cost of specific. kinds of

15 procedures. Again, these procedures that we're

16 talking about are rather small compared to cost of

'

17 other procedures that HCFA deals with. So, it's

18 somewhere down fairly low on the priority list. I

19 That's part of the problem.-

. 20- CHAIRMAN CARR: And I think you're right,

21 Counselor, on the -- what the problem is, from the
.

; 22 hospital standpoint, is we have to add QA into this.
,

23 It costs us money to put the OA in and hire somebody I,

24 to do the record keeping or whatever, whatever

25 additional costs even if they're minor. Their
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'

.1 ,: complaint was, "We're not going to get reimbursed for "

$;
S

i.. i i them because it's going into that overhead claim and

3 we only get paid by the procedures. So, we're going

[ 4 to have to heat that out of something else which will

5 be health care." That was a pitch.

6 All right. Let's proceed.

7 MR. CAMPER: All right. The final

8 category, agreement states, I think is certainly

9 extremely important. We have had three separate -

10 meetings with representatives of the agreement states

11 on the quality assurance rulemaking, the most recent
b-

12 being just last week on Thursday and Friday. We have

13 received a great deal of input and recommendations
e

A 14 from the agreement states on that rule.

15 We held one special topics workshop, one

16 joint seminar and a number of general meetings with
17 the agreement Ltates area. I think that in the future

18 the agreement states program area will continue to be

19 an area of very big importance as we promulgate the
1

20 remainder of our rules associated with the
,

21 radiopharmacy petition and the like.

.

22 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Is it possible to

23 generally categorize what the agreement states had to

24 say?

25 MR. CAMPER: Yes, I could. Again,
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1 rscognizo that ws would ba looking et coveral dayo of i4

-2 transcripts and it's always hard to extract something

i
3 from that type of thing, but I think I would feel-

4 comfortable making two or three key observations. Let

5 me use the last meeting as a primary example.

6 I would say that generally they tended

7 to -- during the last meeting in San Francisco, we
.

8 provided to the agreement states representatives the

9 staff's draft regulatory language which we presented*

10 to the ACMUI in January and we also showed to them the'

11 ACMUI's reactions and their recommendations to that
,

12 staff, the language. Generally speaking, the

13 agreement state- tended to agree with the ACMUI
1
a; 14 recommendations.

15 Early on, there were some comments, as

-16 there always- are in these types of things, about

17 questions regarding the need for the rule, the .

18 rationale behind the rule and certainly some commentsp

19 and criticisms about the need for it to be compatible. ;

20' I don't know - how: much, .
of those are general.ly - the>

.21 question . of state sovereignty and the question of
, .-

22 whether we should be compatible and so forth, in

23 general, if it was really about the rule. Dut there

'

24 was some of that. But generally though, we did get
__

~25 very positive input from them on line by line item i
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1 revicw of th3 QA rule. Th3y did tand to go along with

( 2 the recommendations of the ACMUI.
|3 In the final analysis, on Friday of the

4 meeting, they caucused and we left the room and we
-|

5- came back in and they had two recommendations as a

6 result of their caucus. They felt that during the
1

7- meetings with the agreement state folks, as well as
.

8 our meetings with the AAPM, thm American College of
9 Radiology, the Joint Committee, et cetera, et cetera, *

10 all the various groups we've gone to during the last
11 ten months,.a lot of very good ideas had surfaced.
12 There probably were more good ideas out there and they
13 recommended that we republish the rule, that we go out -

. 14 again for a round of public comment as opposed to
15 publishing it as a final rule.

16 Secondly, they recommended that the rule,
,

i

.17 .if it be compatible at all, that it be either a

.18 division 3 or a division 2 level of compatibility. |

19 Generally I would characterize interactions as very
20 positive and worthwhile from -a working standpoint.

.

21 _ But they're clearly interested in the rule and they're
22 clearly-interested in having input.
23 (Slide) Next slide, please.

24 MR. TAYLOR: We haven't taken a position

25 on those particular matters with the staff yet.
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l' MR. CAMPER: W3 did make that clesr, that

2 we would take the message back, but we have no
[

3 position yet.

Under the category of staff development,4
!

5 we are -looking primari?.y at how we can increase our.

f

:

depth of experience and understanding of the medical6

7 community. Sometimes the medical community, rightly
.

8 or wrongly, is prone to criticir,e r.s as not having a
We

9 very good understanding of the medical industry..

10' think that we have developed a staff that does indeed

have a good understanding of the medical' community.-11

12 In fact, in the current staff at*

13 Headquarters, four of the six of us have either served''

as consultants, technologists, physicists or radiation14

15 safety officers or some combination of all the above

16 in the- medical setting, hands-on hospital setting.
,

17 Review and polling of our regions indicates that'

18 'there's another 28 individuals in tne regions that
.

19 have served as technologists, dosimetrists, physicists

20 and so forth, bringing to a total of 32 people in*

21 Headquarters and in the regional of fices that have had >

, ,.

22 - practical hands-on experience in the medical

23 community.

We think this is a good thing because the 1

24

25 medical community clearly is a unique community to
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1 rcgulcto. It to o compicx tcchnical community to

2 regulate and it is a vocal community to regulate. We

3 do feel that by having the kinds of people that we

4 have on our staff, we can better understand the

5 problems and we can better understand the concerns as

6 a regulated community.

7 So, we think that we are in the right

8 direction in this area.

9 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Along that line, I *

10 might say that I think about the first month that I

11 was a Commissioner, I tagged along on an inspection

12 and Josephine Piccone was the inspector. I came away

13 feeling that I was very confident of the capability
14 and professionalism of our inspection staff based on

15 that So, I'd like to acknowJedge that, Josephine.

16 MR. CAMPER: Well, thank you. We

17 appreciate that. I'm very proud of our staff at

18 Headquerters in particular since they're my immediate

19 group. Their experience is very strong and they
20 really do understand the problems of the medical

,

21 community. So, we think that, as I said, is very
.

22 positive.

23 Another effort that we've undertaken, of
24 course, to improve our communications with the medical

25 community, understand their problems better, is
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1 through our visiting follows program, which we're very

2 excited about. I'm very pleased to inform you today

3 that we have indeed identified our first two

4 individuals that will participate in the medical

5 visiting fellows program.

6 One is a physician by the name of Doctor

7 Myron Polycobe. Doctor Polycobe is an experienced
.

8 senior nuclear medicine physician who's ending his

*

9 active career as a practicing physician. He will go

10 into retircment and then join us sometime in the very

11 near future. Amongst his numerous credentials, at one

12 point in time he was president of the American College

13 of Nuclear Physicians. So, he's certainly highly

I. 14 viewed by his colleagues.

15 Similarly, we are bringing on board a

.t 6 < radiopharmacist, a gentleman by the name of Mark

17 Rotman, who is currently actively involved in the

18 radiopharmacy program at NIH. So, he is on the

19 leading edge of changes involving

20 radiopharmaceuticals, particularly those that relate.

21 to monoclonal antibodies, radio-labeled biologics.
.

22 These individuals have accepted. We are

23 currently in the final stages of negotiation with

24 regards to start-up dates and what have you. But we

25 expect to have them on within the next few months.
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1 Both of thsco individuala, wa think, wil3 be vary

2 helpful to us, in fact' as we look at issues lik a human

3 factors and misadministrations and supervision of

4 physicians by preceptoring physicians and, of course, -

>

5 in the case of the radiopharmacist, as we look at the

6 question of radio-labeled biologics.

7 So, I think our task in front of us now
.

8 when these individuals are on board is to define clear

9 and concise projects that will be meaningful to them -

10' and will assist us in.our efforts in the future. So,

11 we're very excited about this program.

12 CHAIRMAN CARR: i guess I don't understand

13- why it's~ going -to take three more months. if we've

b 14 already --
:

15 MR. CAMPER: I think in the case of Mr.

16 Rotman, he's very close, .being at NIH. In the case

~

17 of Doctor Polycobe, I think it's a question of when

- 18 he retires and is available.

19 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Doctor Polycobe is going

20 to retire June 30. So, it has to be sometime after
,

21 June 30._ In the case of Doctor Rotman --,

.

22 CHAIRMAN CARR: July lat?

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: He has to get across the

- 24 country. In the case of' Doctor Rotman, as a matter-

25 .of fact I tried to call him yesterday and there isn't
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1 -- it's a quoction of rolcacing him from NIH. Ha'o
i

.

in the Public Health Service, so the transfer is not2 ;

3 a problem. It's a question of NIH being able to

'

4 substitute somebody when he comes over here. I think

5 that's the most difficult problem.

6 CHAIRMAN CARR: Now, did we set this up

7 for a year from the time they're on board or from the
.

.

8 time we pick them out?

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM: We have set it -- well,'

10 it would be froc 3e time they're on board. That's
,

11 what we have in mind.

12 MR. THOMPSON: And I believe we have an

13 option for a renewal.
>

.c
( 14 CHAIRMAN CARR: Okay.

15 MR. CAMPER: Finally, under the category

16 of staff development is the expansion of the

17 experienco of the ACMUI. We currently have out a

-18- Federal Register notice dated the 24th of December "

19 which closes on the 22nd of this month, calling'for

20 nominations to -the ACMUI. That Federal Register
,.

21 notice asked for a nomination in the area-of patients
.

22 rights advocacy, medical regulation by the states, and |
1

23 we'.re also attempting to replace one of our-

24 brachytherapy physicians. ;

25 Concurrent with that, we are soliciting
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1 nominetions from th3 Commiosionsr of ths FDA cnd thn

2 Public Health Service. Next year we plan to go out

3 with a Federal Register notice to solicit nominations

4 for representative of hospital management and of

5 medical research.

6 So, we believe that the undertaking that

7 we now have in the area of the ACMUI will not only !

.

8 broaden the experience of the ACMUI but will also

9 serve to provide the Commission with balanced input *

10 on issues confronting the medical regulation area.

11 CHAIRMAN CARR: What kind of response did

12 you get to the December notice 7

13 MR.-CAMPER: Thus far we have, I believe,

k. 14 either two or three nominations. Characteristically

15 though, they tend to come in at the lith hour.

16 (Slide) Next slide. i

!

17 Under the area of oversight, our goal, of i

18- course, is to identify early. developing problems. In

19 that regard, we expect to conduct approximately 1,000

20 medical inspections in fiscal year '90. We expect
.

21 that next year the number of inspections will increase
'

22 primarily because of our increased frequency of the '

23 inspections at community hospitals. We continue to

24; analyze misadministration reports and developing

25 trends. We interact on a monthly basis with AEOD to
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1 revicw this crca.

2 Then the coordination and technical

3 assistance to regions is an area that we have

4 continued to devote increasing amounts of energy to.

5 We do this through monthly conference calls with the

6 regions, through the National Program Review which is

7 taking place later this month and next month, through
.

8 accompanied inspections, through final guidance to the

9 regions and through a great number of response to-

10 written requests for assistance on licensing issues,

11 so-called technical assistance requests.

12 In addition to that, I have personally

13 gone out to all five regions and expressed our

i
e 14 interest in improving the level of communication

15 between Headquarters and the regional of fices. 1 have

16 given them an overview of the major program areas

17 affecting the medical use area and research area and

18 I found this to be very well received. They

19 appreciate the fact that Headquarters is paying

20 attention to the regions.
,

21 CHAIRMAN CARR: Are we still using the
.

22 indicator checklist? Do we have a checklist that kind

23 of indicated you might have problems -- depending on

24 the answers to these questions, you might --

25 MR. THOMPSON: The performance evaluation
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1 fcctoro.

2 CHAIRMAN CARR: Whatever we call them.

3 Mr.. THOMPSON: PEFs. I believe that's

4 what we called it. I'm not real sure exactly what

5 that is.

6 Dick, do you know that one?

l
7 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Glen?

8 Glen Sjoblom from the staff can tell us.

9 MR. SJOBLOM: If I understand the
'

10 question, yes, we are still continuing the use of the

11 performance evaluation factors.

I
12 CHAIRMAN CARR: Are all the regions using

13 it?

| 14 MR. SJOBLOM: Yes, and for more than just

15 medical, for all of our larger facilities that we

16 inspect. Basically, these are subjective factors -- !

17 CHAIRMAN CARR: Oh, yes, it's just a

18 heads-up on that.

19 MR. SJOBLOM: -- which many times conform

20 the underlying causes when a licensee gets into .

21 trouble. If a radiation safety officer is assigned
.

22 duties which take him away from his principle safety

23 mission, then that can result in lack of oversight of

24 the program. That's just one example. Inadequate

25 staff, although that's hard to judge, can also be a
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1- cause. In adsquato review of procedurca by tha

- '2 isotope committee can be another one.

'. CHAIRMAN CARR: I understand the purpose

4 in what was in it. I just wondered if all the regions

5 are using it. Did the agreement states pick up on it

6 at all?

7 MR. SJOBLOM: Some of the agreement states
.

8 participated in the pilot program and are using it,

9 I understand. It is a permanent part of our manual.

10 Chapter 2800 at this time.

'll CHAIRMAN CARR: Okay.

12 MR. THOMPSON: Vandy, do you have-anything
f

13 you want to add on the agreement states?

#
14 MR. MILLER: Well, he's exactly right.

15 We've provided the results of the pilot program they ^

16 did early and-left it up to the agreement states to

17 take it as far as they wanted.

18 - CHAIRMAN CARR: Sure. Okay. But it's

19 still available then.

20 Okay. Let's proceed.
,

21' COMMISSIONER CURTISS: On the increased
.

22 inspection of the community hospitals, can you give~

23 me's' feel for what that means in terms of staff
-

24 ~ impact? How from -- from thre to two, what are we
-i

25 talking about in terms of increased impact on regional ;
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1 in pection forc;c?

2 MR. CAMPER: We do have a slide that comes
i

3 later that talks about the FTE issue.

4 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay.

5 MR. CAMPER: Perhaps we'll answer your

6 question at that time.

7 (Slide) Slide number 11, please.
.

8 Okay. This slide depicts the number of

9 misadministrations reported by NRC licensees. I would *

10 draw a certain amount of caution to the numbers

11 bacause -- particularly under the calendar year '90.
; i

12 We view this as incomplete data boccuse we have not

i 13 yet received medical license event reports from all
!

[ 14 the regions. So, I would caution you about that.

15 But generally, you can see that the number
|

| 16 of diagnostic misadministrctions has remained constant

17 and flat, similarly with Iodine-131, and I would point

18 out that the Iodine-131 category is of cource
1

| 19 diagnostic and therapeutic uses of Iodine-131.

20 The category. of therapy, at least on .

I 21 initial glance, can be somewhat alarming when you see
.

22- 18. This may be a trend, but again I would caution

23 you that numbers are small and we'd be hesitant to
,

24 draw basty conclusions.

25 The number of licensees involved continues
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1- to be conotent cnd rolativoly cmn11 in number. And

2. of these in 1endar year '90,' 14 of them have-

3 qualified as meeting the abnormal occurrence criteria. i

;

4 CHAIRMAN CARR Now, that's only our
.

5 licensees. Do we now get reports from the agreement
.

6 states? !

7 MR. CAMPER: I'm not aware of reports from
.

8 agreement' states.

*
9 Vandy, do you have that?

*

10 MR.-MILLER: Yes. Let me comment on this, f

11' You recall back in April of '90, this was

12 the time for the misadministration reporting to be a
.

13 . matter of compatibility with the states. Now, we have

h 14 plans out how they are supposed to provide their data

15 and, to my knowledge, it is getting to.AEOD. I have

16 not seen any analysis of the agrement states up to

[
this point, however.17

18- CHAIRMAN CARR: Okay. Well, maybe you

19 could send up a paper kind of combining the things if
..

20 you've got them...

21 MR. TAYLOR: We'll follow-up on that'and
,

22 get it to you, depending upon the state of the data.

23 CHAIRMAN CARR If there are three to one

'24 as-many as we've got, then these numbers could be a

25 little less than --
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I 1 MR. TAYLOR: W3'11 givs you cnoth:r baco.

2 PR. CAMPER: (Slide) Slide 12, please.
(

3 Trying to get briefly to Commissioner

4 Curtirs' question, we do have a slide for that.

5 Clearly, this is not a budget briefing, so the numbers

6 we're showing you are trends only and informational

7 in nature, but at least you can get some feel for

S what's going on in the resource area.
.

9 A couple of comments regarding the dollar *

10 amounts in fiscal year '91 and fiscal year '92. The

11 S1,157,000.00, the greatest part of that is earmarked

12 for contracts associated with risk-assessment as it
13 relates to brachytherapy, teletherapy, and the gamma

{ 14 knife. We do have $100,000.00 of that money earmarked

15 for the fellows program.

16 Under the $800,000.00 in fiscal year '92,
17 the majority of that, S700,000.00 of it or so, is
18 identified and related to a contract for assistance
19 in conducting quality assurance-related inspections
20 relative to the implementation of the quality .

21 assurance rule.
.

22 We are seeing a steady increase under the

23 category of inspection and event evaluation in the

24 regions. Basically, we've gone from 20.5 to 23.2 for

25 fiscal year '91 and approximately another person
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1 gain:d in ficesi year '92, co ws cro craing that type ;

:.
of increase in manpower to increase our frequency of2

,

3 inspection. These numbers, of course, are pure FTE

4 components and don't consist of any overhead. ,

,

5 The other numbers, licensing and

6 - supervision, have remained relatively flat or have

7 increased in proportion to the manpower component for
.

8- supervisors.

9 (Slide) Okay. Next slide, please.
-

10 Information exchange, of course, continues
,

11- to be a worthwhile goal to acquaint everyone with what

12 we're doing in the medical area. We take a lot of

13- . pride, in fact, in the efforts that we have conducted

* 14 in this particular arena, i

15 We've had 24 presentations to professional

16 groups, the complete spectrum of professional grnups.

17 I've, mentioned some of them already, ~ the American-

18 College of Radiology, the American Association of

-19 Physicists in Medicine, the Endocurie Therapy Society,

20 the Joint Commission and so forth. So, a lot of,.

21 ef fort has gone into that area during fiscal year '90.
.. .

22 We held four workshops for licensees,

23 which were very favorably received. Lic.dnsees like

'

24 the-idea that we go out and talk to them and explain

25 to them some of the complications associated with the
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1 m dical croo.

2 The NMSS Newsletter, we have expanded its
,

3 circulation to include the members of the ACMUI and

4 professional organizations. The Commission had

5 requested that we do this previously, so now those

6 folks are on our mailing list as well.

7 And then we have met with eight
.

8 professional societies, including the American College

9 of Nuclear Physicians ...d the Society of Nuclear *

10 Med:. cine as recently as July of last year to discuss

11 the quality assurance rt>emaking. So, a great deal

12 of effort has gone into information exchange and it

13 seems to be well-received.

{ 14 (Slide) Next slide.

15 Before talking specifically about the

16 staff's interpretation of the recommendations of the

and I do characterize that carefully,17 ACMUI --

18 because, again, Icmking at two days of tre.nscripts and

19 a very dynamic fluid process -- I do want to make a

20- comment or two about the ACMUI in general, if I may. .

21 The first is that the ACMUI has become a
- t

22 very active committee once again and we're very proud

23 of that. The Committee met in July of last year and

24 then again held a two day meeting on the 14th and 15th
|

| -25 of January of this year.
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1- Th2 dyncmics ostociated with th3 ACMUI is

- 2 difficult to define in a few words. It's a very ;

3 interesting group, highly experienced, highly

4 qualified, very prone to'give you their opinion and

5 what-have-you and this is very worthwhile. One of the

6 most difficult tasks in that whole process-is for the
;

7 chairman to try to reach some consensus of the
.

8 Committee and to try to put it into a framework that

9 we as the staff ---

10 CHAIRMAN CARR: Tell me about it.

11 MR. CAMPER: You-do understand -- that the
;

12 staff can use, of course, to come away and make "' i s

13 ' thing . work. _And in that regard, I would like to
-

i

14. commend publicly the worlt of Doctor Barry Seigle. He |
1

15 did an absolute yeoman's job'in both of.the meetings
|

16 in doing that for us and has done an absolutely superb
4

17 job as Chairman of the Committee. I think he set a

18 standard :that will be tough to follow in the future, 4

|

''19 'but we really do appreciate the efforts of Doctor |
!

20 .Seigle and all the Committee for that matter.j

- 21- Let me then,- having said that, try to turn
-.

22 to the' recommendations of the ACMUI_during the last

23 -meeting. Many _of ; 'these, of_ course,. deal with the

24 quality assurance rulemaking. We spent a day and a

25 half of that meeting, almost, talking about the OA
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g ;l rulo. We did go =through- ths. staff'a tiraft reguletory
,

,

'

|

A' 2 language for the rule .line item by line item. It
'

,

,

:.t;
*

.

3
- 3 generated considerable input'in recoumendations.

*

4- At the present time, .the staff As
L

5- . developing a'draf*, final rule that'will incorporate

L
6 :a; number of tne recommendations of .the ACHUI as well

I
.

.

f)7 as . the other groups that we met with. We' re not
:

8L Iseeking Commission-direction at-this time, but 'we will
,

I

T - 9 bei bringing to you the draft final rule sometime in '

i
10 -late March and wall present a paper specific to that

..

11 topic; at which time we expect to receive a graat deal >

m
i

12' of' questions and comments and what-have-you. I
1.. .

3

1 . .

.

13: With regards to the recommendations of the .
'

3 , u

14 ACMUI . theraselves, they recommended that _the area of I -

.)..

i# c15- d i a g n o s t i c s., the use- of- diagnostic /

'
. . . . ., - ,

T 16.- radicpharmaceuticals be dropped from the quality -
,

'

-17' assurance rulemaking. .They pointed out that it woul.3- ;;
. |-|

.

be . far more ' appropriata ' to . focus upon - the use of I ;

*

18,
. .,

u
,

6

19; Iodine-131 in quantities of '30 microcuries:or greater

h 20 and therapy >proceduces than-it.would be to focus ~upon' |
*

.

N 21 diagnostics, because that small percentage of>

,

I % y. - 22 procedures is where the greatent'potentiel for patient'
>

, ~;

_23- harm: existed.- They felt that by dropping diagnostic

24' from.the QA rule wn sould not dilute the efforts of
, ,

25: the medical community in dealing with the QA rule and

,
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1 that their limited recourcso could be better cpplied

?, .
. .

'4 2' to those areas where the potentiel for greatest harm

3 ' exists.

! 4- COMMISSIONER REMICK: So, their

5 recommendation is based primarily on the potential

6- consequences of a misadninistration? Because, when
,

c 7 I look at the numbers you have in one of the previous
'.y

8 tt.bles the percentage of misadministrations in therapy

** 9 is about the name as in diagnostics, so I assume that,.

|, ' i
.

p' . 10 it must be because they see.a potential consequence?

11- MR. CAMPER:- That's essentially correct.'

12. ~ They fuel that the deleterious effects associated with

13 the cajority of diagnostic misadministrations is --
,-

$ 14 CHAIRMAN CARR:. That's BRC. i

-15 MR. CAMPER: It's BRC, that's right. It's

16 a good way'to characterize it. They feel like it's
.

17 not a significant issue.'

.

.

18 They also made comments that now we've had

some eight or nine or ! en years of data andL we've got19 t

f20 a pretty good idea of what goes on'in diagnostic.
,

21 misedministr6tions. It'hasn't changed a whole lot.
..

22 By and large it's pilot error. It really isn't

23 necessary, primarily because of the consequences.
t

24 They also advocated ~ in the staff draft

25 regulatory language we use the term " event,"
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1 " reportable ovant, " " diagnostic cvant, " "reportablo

2_ diagnostic event," " therapy event," and " therapy

3 diagnostic event," as opposed to the use of the term

4 " misadministration." We did of course caution at the
'

5 outset that this language was by no means anything

6 other than a staff draf t regulatory language and that

7 the use of the term " misadministration" had a history

8 and it was established and please don't jump to the

9 conclusion-that we were moving away from that term. *

10 However, they did advocate the use of the

11 term " event"- rather than misadministration.

12 Primarily,.they feel that it is less burdensome as a
L

13 practicing physician to say that something is a

-f 14 reportable event to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'

15 than it is to use a term like misadministration- which

16' may be construeC by the lay public as having some
.

17 malpractice implication, so they did feel strongly

T 18 that the use of the-term " event" was preferable to the

i

j' 19 use_of the term " misadministration."

j, 20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: You may recall that a
,

i-
-,

21 . couple of years- ago we proposed to t se the terin
~

-.

[ - 22 " event," rather than " misadministration."
|

23- CHAIRMAN CARR: I remember it well.
.

24 MR. CUNNINGHAM: 'The Commission did not

25 accept that, but the Commission also instructed the
,
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1 otoff to go end cpack with various profoccionel

2 organizations in the medical community and explore

3 this further. That's what we have done and almost

4 universally they would much prefer it to be called an

5 " event," rather than "misedministration."

6 CHAIRMAN CARR: I can even understand why.

7 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Has anybody looked
'

8 to see if there might even be a better word?

9 CHAIRMAN CARR: I guess we could call them.

10 " violations."

11 MR. TAYLOR: I think there was some

12 discussion, wasn't there? I mean, they principally

13 centered into this type of choice, though.

T
2 14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: They centered into this

15 type of choice. Of course, we in the draft language

16 that we used in the proposed -- in the QA rule that

17 they looked at we used the word " event," so it really

18 did not stimulate exploring other kinds of words. It

19 was comething between " event" and " misadministration. "
q

20 MR. CAMPER: O!:ay . The final point on
.

21 this particular slide was they suggested that if there
.

22 is to bs a diagnostic event or a reportable diagnostic

23 event, that it really should be tied to some harm

24 criteria rather than some percentage of error

25 criteria. We currently are trying to better
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'l undsretand cnd take a look at what " harm" might maan, l
1

2 We are considering the use of outside organizations
(z

3 to explore that possibility, but primarily we need to .

!

4 attempt to better define what harm might be. |
,

5- CHAIRMAN Ct.RR: It's-interesting they did

6 that instead of the potential for harm.

7 MR. CAMPER: That's true. That's true.
.

8 CHAIRMAN CARR: We don't do that in the

9 rest of our regulation. You don't have to harm -

1

10 somebody to get tagged.

11 MR. CAMPER: True.
..

12 (Slide) Okay. Next slide, please.

13 Their recommendations- ;tinued, there.

I 14 were two lesser recommendations regarding the quality

15 ' assurance rule and one was that there be a summary
.

16 -report provided to the patient rather than an

17 expansive tecl.nical report. They felt that the
;; -

.did not need to- have that depth of
.

18 patients
,

i

19 information and that the summary report would be
.

|: 20 adequate. ,

i

21- They also supported the change of the rule
.

22 title. In the presentation of the draft regulatory

23 language, we entitled the' rule "The Program for the
-

24 Prevention, Detection, and Correction-of Events and
'

25 Reportable Events." They tended to advocate the use
.
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1| .of that. title.

2 MR..CUNNINGHAM: I might add here, we have
>{

3 been calling it-the QA Rule. But, in speaking with

i
4 the various . professional' groups and so forth, they 1

5 have a problem calling it the QA Rule because there

6- are so many different QA procedures in hospitals that-

7 it gets mixed up with ' JCAHO QA and HCFA QA and
.

8 . internal QA, so they want to call. it something

9 different. We looked at the ----

10 CHAIRMAN CARR: " Procedural compliance,"
i

11 how does that sound to them?

12 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I'11 write it down, sir.

r

13 MR. TAYI.OR: Most of us will have trouble

! V
\ 14 remembering that -- an acronym or something. ,

15 '

MR. CUNNINGHAM: What we were looking at I

:

16 is the headings in Part 35 for the various sections
.

1

17 and get-something that is consistent and compatible

18 with that. We haven't centered in -- we haven't --

19: MR. TAYLOR: I think we have to digest

20 that a little more so we all have an easily-spoken. , .

21 common late;uage.
. , .

22 MR. CAMPER: To . add to that, they

23 certainly did point out that the use of the term

24- " quality assurance" has an established meaning and has

25 -a long history in the practice of medicine, that there
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1 cro standards, for examplo, in - pleco by the Joint-

2 Commission--- for Accreditation of. Hospitals which
.

3~ embodies the concept of quality assurance and that
'

-4 what we were doing here or were attempting-to do is.

L- 5 really_very specific. It did not readily lend itself

6 to the use of the term " quality assurance."

7 And then finally, they had a major3
.

8 recommendation that was nonrelated to-the OA Rule and,

*

|. 9 that was they felt that the staff's proposed two year

rr
L 10 term for the ACMUI was too short. They felt that this

|'
|: 11 was _ not enough time for an individual to become
l

12 familiar with the process and to make a reasonable

13 contribution.

. 1
it- 14- CHAIRMAN CARR: How often.to they meet?

(

15- MR. -CAMPER: They're meeting at least

L- 16: twice per year. The next meeting is scheduled for May;

L
17 in order to put them onto a May and October cycle.|:

-

|
18 That concludes the slides and the

h 19 information we wanted to present to you today in a
E

20. formal f ashion. We feel that a great deal of progress: ,

l.
[

21 has been made in the medical and academic-area. The
,

..

22 five point program initiated in fiscal year '88 is
t;

23 being implemented. The results are increased NRC

24 oversight of medical- licenses 'through the regional

25 inspection-' program, enhanced communications with the
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1 midical community cnd- prc.Jossional' organizations,- and
]

2 , increased guidance to the regions on licensing and !j
.

3 . inspection isc aes and tracking of current and

4 projected medical concerns.

-5 In summary, then, the five-point program

6 is in place and is working.- Again, we feu that a

7 great deal of progress _ has been made. _ e do face some ;W
.

8 very difficult issues in the future as we look at the
..

9 radiopharmacy petition and the outcome of the interim*

10 . final' rule: that we think is going to be a very

11 interesting area for the Commission for the next two. 1

12 or'three years,-

t

13 I would like to take this opportunity, if
n.
l 14- I may, to thank my staff and all of those who helped-

.'

;15 in putting -together all the background ' information. i

'16 ' As you can certainly appreciate, a great deal of work -

117: goes into it and I commend them for their efforts.

18' If there are any other questions, that is
-

'19 all we have.

20 CHAIRMAN CARR: Cc'.nmissioner Remick?,

21 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Two questions.
i...

22 Alert our General Counsel, my first

23 -question is not intended to have anything to do with.

! 24 the suit, but I. notice that_Syncor International had

25 . hired an outside consulting firm to look at some of
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1 th3 hum:n fcctors con 31d rction3. In thara cny

2 feedback from that effort that we know of, what they
4

3 were able to find?

4 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I think it's too early -

5 -some time ago. But their hiring that consultant is

6 clearly a result of Dennis' work with Syncor in

7 bringing this to their attention and some of the

8 benefits that can be derived from that.

9 COMMISSIONER REMICK: But there are no
*

10 findings yet that we're aware of?

11 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Not that I'm aware of.

12 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Okay.

13 MR THOMPSON: We'll look at that and make

14 sure. If there are some, we'll provide them to the

15 Commission.

16 COMMISSIONER REMICK: Okay.

17 In the paper you also indicate that

18 there's a fairly high rate of attritior. of nuclear

19 physicians and technologists. Is there any specific

20 reason why that's true nationwide? .

21 MR. CAMPER: Primarily, the attrition
. ,

22 deals with technologists, although I'm not readily in
i

23 command of the numbers for physicians going into

24 nuclear medicine as a specialty as compared to bygone

25 days. I certainly am more familiar, though, with the !

j
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1 technologist ocpect-of it, the clinical anpsct of it.

n. 2- I would say that-the answer involves-a

3 number of things.- First of all, I think that there

I
d 4 ic- a problem in that the older more experienced',

5 technologists at some point in their career aspire to

6 .lo: tier positions that are economically more feasible, . |
s, i

7- pay them more money and the like and provide a higher !

.n

8 level of professional participation. Many of them go
y

*
9 'off.into the regulatory arena. Some of them go off

..

10 into -. sales. Some of them go into other levels of

11 . management within the hospital and that type of thing.

12 .1 think that a significant problem exists j
i
"13 this time around, though, in that the front-end

g i

M 14 problem is severe in that not as many individuals . ore

'15 going into the schools of technology.- There simply

16 aren't as many schools of nuclear medicine technology, !
;

-17 for example, as there used to be. Enrollment in many |
i

18 cases is down. There are a number of reasons for
i

19 this. I think some.of it is generic to the health
.,

,

20 care. industry _in that with the reimbursement crisis,

i .

.

|21' that's going on today in health care and with some of
.

22 the concerns the public has about such things as IsIDS,

-23 for example, I don't think health care is as

24 attractive as it once was as a career. I think that's

25 very unfortunate, because it's obviously very
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1 ntescocry and vary importent to all of us,

i

} 2 So, I think we have on one hand the
3- continuing high rate of attrition of the experienced-

i

4 people with a decrease in the number of individuals

5 going into the field on the front-end. I think we

6 have a very serious shortage that will continue to be
:q - 7 in place.for a long time. Of course, a question that

.

8 raises for us as individuals who look at this as
9 regulators and that is who is performing the medical *

10 imaging procedures and who is handling the radioact1ve

11 materials-on a day to day basis and it's something
12 that we are looking at in some of our current

13 endeavors in the training area. And as time marchesD.
I 14' on over tl3 next couple of years we hope to'have a

,

15 better handle on that question.

16 COMMISSIONER REMICK:- What's the typical

17 ' level of. education training of the technologist? Is

18= 'this a two year or a four year program?
19 MR. CAMPER: Well, it ranges from

,

20- minimally two years, typically either a certificate -

21 or an associate degree in nuclear medicine technology,
.

22 -up to and including a bachelor of science degree in
~23 nuclear medicine technology or some similar identified
24 regimen.

25 There was a move several years ago to move
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1- away from . a two year associato. degree cortificato

4
program and move toward a bachelors degree _ program2

3 because they felt that' elevated the overall quality*

4 of the practice of nuclear medicine technology. That
e

5 certainly was' pursued.- One can ask the question of

6 whether or not that is necessary in terms of producing
e,

7 the numbers of players that you'd'like to see. Many
s.-

8- individuals can'go pursue 's two year associate degree
em
M '

9 . with minimal cost. There are . some scholarships

10 available. Community colleges are less expensive and

11 can produce - a viable working technologist that's

12 capable of certification and capable of doing a very

13 good job.- So, that area right now has a dynamics-to
nf '
2 "-) ; 14 'it as we speak.in terms =of looking at whether or not'

v >

' 15 -two years.is sufficient or four years is sufficient.

I 16 COMMISSIONER REMICK:' Thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN CARR: Sounds like the degreed4

18 operator all over again.
,

19' COMMISSIONER REMICK: Yes, it does.

|20 CHAIRMAN CARR:: Commissioner Curtiss?_,

21 -COMMISSIONER : CtTRTISS: I'just had two
.

22 quick questions on the -- their both on the ACMUI
!

23 recommendations. You talked about your position on

24- a couple of them. 'Did you have any preliminary
i
l

25 thoughts on the first suggestion to drop the 1
l
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'

1 dicgnostic cnd to focus on tharopeutic or is it too

2 early to --g

3 MR. CAMPER: Yes and no. Yes in a sense

4 that the quality assurance team, the rule writing

5 team, is about to meet later this week to try to go

6 back and revisit and absorb all the things we've

7 looked at and learned through all the various

8 meetings, including the ACMUI. So, I don't want to

9 say anything that would be premature, having not had *

10 that group get together as a group, but I think that

11 there is a -- at least, in my interpretation, there's

12 a general sense amongst the OA team and amongst the

13 management that I've talked with that the idea of
f
4 14 eliminating diagnostics and focusing upon Iodine-131

15 of quantities greater than 30 microcuries and therapy

16 would be an appropriate thing to do. It would capture

17 those reas of greatest concern, of greatest harm, and

18 perhaps if there is to be a diagnostic component

19 included it should be tied to some dose threshold that
20 made some sense scientifically.

21 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Just out of
.

22 curiosity, have we reported any events that would not

23 be captured under that approach as abnormal

24 occurrences in our periodic reports?

25 . MR. CAMPER: If I understand you, you're
|
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1 c ying if wa utnblich rom 3 thrachold --

2 CHAIRMAN CARR: Previously.
g

3 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Yes, previously.

4 MR. TAYLOR: I think we'd have to go look

5 at that.

6 CHAIRMAN CARR: Have we reported any

7 diagnostics as an abnormal --
.

8 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Iodine diagnostics.

''
9 MR. THOMPSON: If the lodine was going to

10 be included --

11 CCMMISSIONER CURTISS: That would be

12 covered?

13 CHAIRMAN CARR: Only if it's over 30.

14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I think that in the

15 diagnostics, except for Iodine you really have to

16 work to get an effective dose equivalent higher than

17 500 millirem. Most of them are below that. So, if

18 you make a mistake in the procedure, administer the

19 wrong radiopharmaceutical, you're still going to be

20 below the 500 millirem.

21 CHAIRMAN CARR: Makes our BRC number look
.

22 kind of puny, doesn't it?

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Well, in a lot of them

24 we might be below 100 millirem.

25 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Well, check on it.

!
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_ l- I'd be curious, if you can take c look.

.
2 CHAIRMAN CARR: Well, that's what I say,

3 but, I mean, we're talking hundreds of millirems here

4 and we're not supposed to worry about that. I'm

5 having trouble getting ten, millirem okayed.

6 -COMMISSIONER CURTISS: I agree with ten.
.

>

7 MR. TAYLOR: We'll check that.
,

.

8 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: One other quick

9 question. If I recall correctly, the ACMUI folks *

10 recommended that.we await receipt of the NCRP comments

11 before proceeding with the rule. Can you give us a
a

12 brief status report on where the NCRP initiative
,

13 stands and what your thoughts are on that?
0'
* -14 MR. CAMPER: I think the best way to

15 handle that would be -- is John Telford --

'16 John, would you care to comment?

17 Research is actively involved in that

18 particular project, so John is the best person.

19 MR. TELFORD: John Telford,- Office of

20 -. Research.
.

21 We are pursuing an effort to establish a-
.

22 formal contract with NCRP for this particular work.

23 We have engaged in informal discussions with NCRP.

24 We think that the results that we could expect, say,
,

25 next month, if we're lucky with our contracting
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1 ef forts, would be helpful in making a scientific basis

2 that we could use to compare what we now have of half
(

3 rem whole body and two rem any organ to find out if

4 we can use something that has a more scientific basis

5 that would be something you might call a measuruble

6 effect.

7 So, I think it will be useful in two ways.
.

8 One would be in comparing what we have now. And, two,

9 if the staff really wants to have a threshold*

10 connected to, say, events for diagnostic procedures,

11 it may be useful to establish something.

12 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Did I understand

13 you to say the results of the NCRP's efforts would be

14 in next month 7

15 MR. TELFORD: I would cross my fingers.

16 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: But it's a real

17 possibility --

18 MR. TELFORD: As a draft commentary.

19 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: that their--

20 comments would be available in time that we could plug
,

21 them into the initiative. Okay.
.

22 CHAIRMAN CARR: Well, I didn' t understand

23 about the contract.

24 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Yes, that's what

25 threw me,
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1 CHAIRMAN CARR: Th;y'ro doing this project

( 2 on their own, aren't they?

3 MR. TELFORD: We are attempting to pay

4 them for it, a small amount of money but money

5 nevertheless. You're correct in that they have money

6 that we give them on a grant basis from a sister

7 branch and they are pursuing any work that they so

8 desire under that grant. That's correct.

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM: This is not comment 1ng '

10 on the whole rule. This is on a very specific part

11 of it.

12 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: On the significance

13 of --

14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes.

15 CHAIRMAN CARR: Health significance of

16 medical misadministrations, but I thought that was

17 something they started. Did we ask them to do it?

18 MR. TELFORD: The ACNP and SNM, both those

19 societies made a formal request to NCRP to undertake;

20 this kind of study. We also discussed with them on

21 an informal basis if they would be interested in doing
.

22 that, because they are an independent body established

23 by Congress to provide advice to agencies and they are

24 without any bias and so it seems like a very good
i

25 | idea.

i
'
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1* CHAIRMAN CARR: Wall,~I don'ti - h2VD ony i

l
I

_2- problem with the idea.- It's the paying them for it
4

-3. that bothered me. /

4 COMMISSIONER ~ CURTISS:- How|much-are we'

f54 paying them7

-6 MR._TELFORD: Approximately $50,000.00. !

:7 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: That's'all I had.-

,
'

'
..

8 I was just curious =to-know that we'll have the input
,

from.th'at in a fashion where we can feed it into what
.

9

10. .you'll be' submitting to the Commission on the subject j~

.!

11 that they're looking at._ ;

;

_12 CHAIRMAN CARR: You'll get it like you got'

13 the NCRP data for the last effort that we waited on

14 for a year and-- -'

15 -COMMISSIONER CURTISS: We'll cross our

!:16 ' fingers, I guess.

'17 MR. TAYLOR: We-don't want to wait that

18 long.

19 COMMISSIONER CURTISS: Okay. That's all

20 I have.*

t. - -

CHAIRMAN CARR: They have a history of not--21
.

22 meeting their dates, in my opinion.

23 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Yes. There were a

24- few issues that were raised in the petition that

'25 didn't get addressed in the interim final rule and I
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1 wond: red if you r:co1ved eny commsnts on cny of thore,

_( 2 issues and whether you have anything to say about
3 those comments.

4 MR. CAMPER: Yes, we had received some

5 comments regarding the issues that were addressed and

6 those that were not. Basically with regards to the

7 ones that were addressed 1.n the interim rule, as 1
8 indicated somewhat earlier, generally there has been
9 a great deal of concern about the record keeping -

10 requirements as being overly burdensome, about the
11 costs associated with that and the fact that perhaps
12 we didn't go far enough in providing them relief.
13 With regards to those items that were not

-f
1 14 covered thus far, questions and comments such as,

15 "It's really not that complicated. Why didn't you do

16 it all at one time?" "Does it really take two years,"
17 so many of the things that we want to do are already
18 established and it really shouldn't be that much of
19 a problem to put them into place regulatorily

20 speaking.
.

21 But generally, we feel that the remaining
.

22 issues, as I indicated, are very complex and very
23 complicated and the two years is a reasonable time
24 frame. If we were going to provide relief to the

25 medical community in short order, it was absolutely
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1: necoccory to' segregate tha Lisouns ~ and to focus upon q

2 those .
.

.

|-

. -.

which provided - the ' greatest relief and that
|p

3 being _ the Lelution of generators and preparation of: |

4 reagent _ kits and things that 'affected' the largest

-5 number of studies. These remaining _ issues are complex

6 -and will take some' time.

7 There are certain segments of the medical
.

8 community that would have liked to seen it dealt with

9 .in its entirety in a very fast manner. -But given the*

10 complexity and the _ nature of the number of things,

11'- .that simply wasn't possible.

12 COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Is there any way to

13 characterize or summarize the: support within the

14 regulated community that has:come for the OA rule?

'15 ~ MR. CAMPER: The support for?

16' COMMISSIONER ROGERS: For. There's a lot

17 against, I know.

-18 .MR. CAMPER: Yes. I think that a number.

19 of physicians and radiopharmacists recognize that we

, . 20 did take a step to provide relief. I think that they
,

'
21 sense - a positive comment that I have . heard is this, .-

22 that, We sense that you, the NRC, is now becoming"

23 . aware of the practice of nuclear medicine, the

d

.24 - practice of radiopharmacy and you've'taken.at least--

25 the first step in the right direction. You didn't go

i '
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11' f ar -~enough. You didn't give us enough latitude, but-

2 .you' at least took a step in the right direction.p
3 We're, staying tuned'to.see-to it now'the remaining

4 issues. Will you be as aggressive, will you come

5 ' through on these remaining issues 'as you have at 'least

.6 .thus far?"

.7- So, generally, I think'there has been.--'

,

8 I've certainly heard positive comments that "Yes, you

*
-9 'have taken--a-step in.the right direction. Now-you

10 need to broaden it and now you really need to change

11 your language so that as nuclear physicians and as
~

12 .- . pharmac 1sts . we can practice . nuclear medicine.. and

i- 13 radiopharmacy unencumbered by some unnecessary-

h 14 -regulatory criteria. So,-you've taken a step-in the

15 :right direction."

| |16 MR. CUNNINGHAM: 'I think it was

17. significant what the ACMUI did in this past' meeting.
*l'B . As'you know, they've been rather negative on this OA

i .19 rule:over.the years. There was a motion on the floor

12 0 |to vote that the ACMUI-as-a committee voted against .

|

21- the . 0A: rule flat out. That -motion was defeated
.

.

22' because:there were the majority.of the committee who

! 23' felt that there was a .need for the therapy part of the -

|- .2 4 -- QA rule, so that if you retained-the therapy part,

25 that carried the day. There was a majority that felt
t-
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1 that th ro la o nsad for thic cnd it would carvo o

2 useful purpose for the therapy part. Clearly, the
(

3 Committee as a whole did not want the diagnostic part

4 in the QA rule.

5 MR. THOMPSON: And I would say there was

6 one other thing that kind of indicated support for the

7 theory and the approach of the quality assurance. In

.

8 the pilot program, when we went and looked at both the

9 program as it was described and the program as it was-

10 implemented, we found that the implementation was, in

11 fact, better than the paper describing the program,

12 so that in practice many of the facilities, in fact,

13 did more of what we were looking for in the OA program

14 than they would have actually had their paper written

15 on.

16 Of course, obviously, in a license

17 amendment type of review process, if we'd had

18 questions about were you going to implement that, that

19 type of clarification would have been expanded and put

20 in the program, so the program would have been
,

21 complete. But I was very encouraged by the
.

22 significant implementation as it currently exists in

23 the medical community of a OA program which we would

24 have found addressing most of, if not in some cases

25 all of the areas that we were looking for a OA program
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'1 :to:betimplem:nted.

2 MR. TAYLOR: - You've gotten answers on the ;

L' 3- 'QA. Larry brought up -- some of his comments were
o
|-. ,

; ;"- 4 ' directed toward the interim final rule package insert. '>

o

5 MR. CAMPER: Yes. |

6' COMMISSIONER REMICK: May I just follow

:7- up?g ,

.

8 Hugh, I'm not quite sure I understand what
!

|; 9 you're- saying. Are you saying that their *

||
10 implementation regardless of our rule was better than

|

11 -their . procedures might indicate or their

12 implementation was better because'of our QA rule, they
l-

13 exceed what they had before?
:

.t 4 MR.. THOMPSON: I think it's the former.

.15 They have.in~ place we were out looking at what--

!y 16' 'their program would have described and in the pilot
t-

. 17 program of what our QA program would have been so that
t;

-18 - we wanted = to see how much it would have cost to

19 . implement' it. Their description of that program, as
1

.20 I. understand-it, and I think John -or Larry can, correct
.

,

21- me,:- their description of their program was not as-

.

'22 robust.as it would have been-if we'd gone:-through a

23 licensing review program. But their implesmentation,

24 in fact, was closer to what we would have expected.

25 So, it was better implemented.than it was described
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1- on paper.
-

2 MR. CAMPER: That's correct. The QA team

3 .that went to: 18 site' visits found generally' that -

. . :
4 - programs.were there, they were in place. They did not -

-5 describe them very well in the questionnaire, but on-

6 site. visit demonstrated that they were indeed in

7 place.
.

8 COMMISSIONER REMICK: I see. Thank you.

'"
'

9- COMMISSIONER ROGERS: Well, I just wanted

-10' to commend first the-staff for the briefing because
,

11 I think it was an_ excellent presentation, very clear !

12 and very complete. And for the efforts over the past
,

13- year in the various activities that have been going

14L on, training workshops, it.teraction' with other
,

15- agencies, and staff' development, all very important. '

16' But as: we know, this-is a very prickly area and'it's

17- one-that.;--understandably so, I think in some-ways.

18 .We . deal.:here with .a somewhat different kind of
.

19 professional than-we deal with in= nuclear . reactor
'

.

20. area.. .

.

21- 'It: requires patience.and sensitivity to
..

"
22 getting to understand each other so that we can

23; accomplish what we feel is necessary without an undue

:24 - ~ trampling upon professional sensitivities. I think

f' 25 that you've -been working very hard at- that. I'can
,
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1 C:nca it through what'c h ppen d ovsr tha loct yser

[ 2 or so and I want to comir2nd the staff for its patience

3 in what I'm sure at times have been somewhat dif ficult

4 retorts that have come back from that community.

5 But I think we're all trying to work

6 towards a safety goal and that's one that is certainly

7 defensible and certainly one that is our
.

8 responsibility and I want to commend you for your hard

9 work and patience and fortitude. Thank you. *

10 MR. CAMPER: Appreciate that.

11 MR. TAYLOR: Commissioner, I might add I

12 spent several hours at an ACMUI meeting. It was an

13 eye-opener to hear this professional viewpoint at that

J
4 14 type of meeting for someone who comes from the reactor

15 side.

16 CHAIRMAN CARR: We31, I'd certainly echo

17 his comments. I would -- but my experience in this

18 Agency, I must admit that between the medical uses and

19 the radiographers, we've hurt more people than we have

20 in reactors. So that's probably why I -- if you just
.

21 look at how many people do we injure sometime, that's
.

22 the why I've really had kind of a closeness in my
23 attention to this item.

24 I've just got a few questions. I

25 understand we got a contract with SAIC and that
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1 doesn' t mature-- until nsxt September. What aronyou
a

.' 2 going to do with the results of that?

3 MR. CAMPER: Well, I happen to have Doctor

4- Piccone with me who's the project manager for that

5 particular contract.

6- CHAIRMAN CARR: _Okay.

7L MR. CAMPER: So, I'll let her --
,

.;

8 CHAIRMAN CARR: I wouldn't want Josie to

L*' .9 go~away without. talking.

10~ MR. CAMPER: -- Josie answer that question
'

'

11- and give.her a chance to --

12 DOCTOR PICCONE: Well, primarily, the

13- results of the contract will be used to formalize some

14 of the informal discussions that have been going on-

' 15- with ' the OA team with some of- the professional
'

-16_ organizations ~ on the. existing quality. assurance '

17. regulations or suggestions requirements. The task:

18 with SAIC that does look at = existing programs .with
'

- 19; 'other organizations is due to us by the end of March.

20; So, we will.have that at a time to look at, certainly1 ,

c . 21 to at least review'with.the rulemaking.
,

': 22 .The remainder of the tasks with SAIC have

' 23 to do . with reviewing a quality assessment

24 questionnaire that was used by NRC in inspections for

25 - | about a year to analyze those results and see what we
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1 can got from them. It primarily focused on - it did

2 .try to focus- on what quality- assurance is in}. <

3 institutions at the present time, but had a tremendous

4 focus on equipment,' age of equipment, model number and '

5- whatever. So, I think we'll have more of a feelLfor

6 the state of the art that is in existence.

7 They are also developing a survey that we-
.

8 can use to see what quality assurance programs are out

*

9 with licensees now, whose recommendations - they are

10. using, are these mandatory or voluntary

11 recommendations that they 'are 'following in their

12 institution, and just what areas are covered now in

.13 the quality assurance program? Surely, some of that

14 information and the information-they glean from the

15 professional organizations can be used in our

-16 regulatory guide effort and revising that regulatory

,17. guide and possibly the rule at a future time.

18 CHAIRMAN.CARR: Okay. Now, are they just

19 looking at NRC: licensees or are they working with
'

t

20 state licensees to agreement states? -

,

21 DOCTOR PICCONE: Well, they're not looking
.

22 at any licensees at this point. They're meeting with

23 professional organir.ations. They've gone to one or

24 two licensees who have large therapy programs to get
!

25' an idea of their quality assurance program.
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1 The survey, -- that. is meant for NRC-

[ 2' licensees.-'

3 CHAIRMAN CARR: Okay. There's been a lot ;

r .

4- of discussion about training- end how much training'is

5- required. Have you all determined whether there's a
,

6 correlation between. the occurrence of medical

7 misadministrations and the training or credentials of
'

;.

8 the: users who commit these problems?

*
9 MR. CAMPER: We're currently looking at

~10 that issue. We did present to the ACMUI during its.

11 meeting last July the results of a contract study

12 conducted by Cohen and Associates that looked at the

-13 various standards and organizations that have-

14 something to do.with the training and experience and

15 . standards ' within the practice of medicine in the

16 nuclear arena.

17 In: -fact, when we presented this

'
18 -information to the ACMUI, the ACMUI said, "Well, fine,

19 but.you have not shown us what the correlation is, if

20 - any, . between the number'of misadministrations - that..

21 occur and other enforcement events." In fact, they
|

..

22 - challenged.us to do'that.

23 One of the things that.we're looking at.

24 over the next couple of years is to try to modify the
f

25 misadministration . reporting. form so that some
.
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i

cl ; indicator is provided for tho-level of trainfng and -

1
-2 . f,xperience of the- individual that committed the3.

s

'
I

3 1 -misadministration. Perhaps - in time, if enough of

U
. 4- those are collected, we will drau come.correlacion

4

} 5 between the level of. training and experienco in those,

p.

6~ individuals that -commit misadministrations, or for,

|h
7 that matter some other enforcement activity.

,

[[ 8 Similarly, we are pondoring whether or not

pr , , 9 we.could, during the inspection process, take a look
'

L-

10- at the level of training and experience. of the

|. 11- individuals and in those cases particularly where
h

! 12 there are violations which occur and those which
:

13- - resulted in enforcement. action, is there some

f< IU 14 . correlation we can draw between the level of training '

i 15. -experience and the events which occur. '

16
_

It's a complicated area. How do you
1

17 -- quantitate something like-that? How do you clearly1

18- define scmething like that? But it is an area that
1

p- 19' if we ' re ever going to get to the bottom of the
'

i 20 adequacy of training and experience as it relates to
.

21 such events, we've got to-take a look at it. So, we
.

.22 are currently pursuing such an endeavor.
w
'I 23 CHAIRMAN CARR: Okay. How about

24 enforcement-actions in the medical area over the last
25 few years? Are they directly proportional to the
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1" c. mount of- innptction we're - doing or - what kind of- i-

'2 -( trails do you got?

3- MR. CAMPER: I have some notes-here that

! 4 * n physical year '90 we conducted approximately 1,000 A
-

5- inspections . We had 57 enforcement confe rences .-- !

-6 There were 28 simple-penalties imposed, two orders, ;

7 17 notices of violations, two'10tters, CALs, and eight
.

8 were unresolved.

' - 9 CHAIRMAN CARR: Is- that- trend increasing?

-10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: It's my guess that it is.

11 CHAIRMAN CARR: Is that because we're

12.- --looking'more or ---

13 MR. CUNNINGHAM: We're looking more

14 frequently and we're looking in greater depth.- So,
-

15- I don't have the data to compare it, but --

16' MR. - TAYLOR:- 'I think others -have that

17" sense. We can-get those numbers.

18 CHAIRMAN CARR: Well,'we ought to start

' :19 ' tracking them, I think --'
;

20 MR. TAYLOR: As they're collected, we can. - -

21 |give it,to you.
'

.

22- CHAIRMAN CARR: -- so we get a feel

23- for --

24 MR. TAYLOR: We have that data.

25 CHAIRMAN CARR: Pretty soon we would hope
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:1- ..that if wn look more thsy'll otort going to othar way.

'2 MR. SJOBLOM:- I'd like to_maybe add -- I

3. CHAIRMAN CARR:- Want to identify yourself
-

4- for the recorder, please7-
<

5 MRL SJOBLOM: Glen Sjoblom, NMSS...

6- .In the HMSS Newsletter two times ago, in
~

,

q
7 fact, there was a graph that showed the - number of

.

8 materials enforcement and showed that both radiography 5
e

. .

-9 and medical were on the up-trend. We think part of

10- 'this has to do with our more in-depth inspections in
v

' Ell . the'last two or three years.
r,

12 -You also. recall that-10 CFR Part 35 went
)

13 ~into effect a couple of years ago and there is a

L14: -learning curve the _ licensees are on. There is a
,

-15 theory at least that once we Inspect them all once,

16- and-that_should' occur like-this year, after that rule

:17 wen _t, into ' effect, that perhaps- that enforcement

-18 ' ~ frequency _might go down. That's not at all certain,

19 but there's the possibility that that might exist,..

20 that might occur. *

| 21 CHAIRMAN CARR:- Well, we're going to have
_, .

'

22 a perturbation in that bubble because we've delegated

23 : enforcement to theEregions, I guess, in this area.

24 'So, we're going-fto have to factor that in. Have you

2 51 see.any impact on-delegation of the enforcement?. . . ,

1'
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1 -. MR. THOMPSON: We've not seen any impact

4 _2- per se that we have not taken many enforcement actions

3 that have been delegated to the regions, but we

4 obviously monitor that process very - carefully and
I

5 we'll continue to put that in our report to the
. .

6 Commission on enforcement actions.

7- CHAIRMAN CARR: Okay. Well, I want to
.

8 thank the staff for this informative briefing and

''

9. commend them for their efforts over the last year to

10- continue.-improvements in the regulatory oversight ofy

j 11- the medical use of byproduct material. Staff efforts

12 are-particularly commendable in support of the pilot

| 13 program for the quality-assurance rule, the Advisory

. 14 Committee on Medical Uses of . Isotopes, the development
,

15 of the informative video on nuclear medicine safety,

p 16 and= coordination with other government agencies,

|
--17 . states and professional. societies involved with

18 medical uses.

(- 19 I'm also looking forward to the
'

20 contributions that our new visiting fellows wi1J. make.

21 in_ assisting'the staff both,here and in the regions
4

22 in addressing . emergent issues and trends that may

23' affect the safety of medical uses.

24 I encourage the staff to continue its

25 efforts to solicit constructive comments from
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.1 lic:n =es, otetos, profccalonal cocietics, and other

{ 2 federal agencies on how the medical program should be

3 improved.

4 I also encourage the staff to seek timely

5 and effective ways to communicatf. with the licensees

6 at the working level on the causes of medical

7 misadministrations and emerging safety issues in the
.

8 medical use program.

4

9 The NRC, the agreement states and the

10 licensees share the important responsibility of

11 ensuring protection of the public from unnecessary

12 radiation associated with the medical uses of

13 byprod'ct material.

14 We must continue to pursue this goal by

15 striving to improve our regulatory program within

16 available resources and without imposing any

17 unnecessary burden on the medical community and the

18 public.

19 Do my fellow Commissioners have any
:

20 additional comments? -

21 If not, we stand adjourned.
.

22 (Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the above-

23 entitled. matter was adjourned.)

24

25
(
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MEDICAL USE OF BYPRODUCT -

.

: MATERIAL ANNUAL BRIEFING '

;

1
,

.

; February 12,1991
i
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Larry W. Camper !
3

:

i
'

'
,

,

j Contact: Josie Piccone. 492-1410 ;
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

!

Dosimetry Assistancej *
,

Human Factors*

.

Quality Assurance Rule / Pilot Program |
*

t.

Radiopharmacy Petition*

:

!

!

!

'
. .

t

.

.

!

.
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QA PILOT PROGRAM

? 64 Volunteers

- 23 NRC Licensees
- 41 Agreement State Licensees

! Pre- and Post-trial Workshops*

!
s

!
j 4

i

!
' '

'' ~
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PILOT PROGRAM RESULTS

L * Most Volunteers had. Existing QA
Programs Which Addressed Objectives'

of the Proposed Rule

! * Incremental Cost Small

* Suggestions on Specific Requirements
to improve Rule and Further Decrease
Costs

5
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RADIOPHARMACY PETITION

History*

'

Interim Final Rule Permits*

Departures from Package Inserts:

- for eluting generators and
preparing kits

- indications for use of
radiopharmaceuticals in therapy

6
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RADIOPHARMACY PETITION
-

,

I

Remaining issues: !
*

I ~
- Use of radiopharmaceuticals for

'

.
'

human researche

- Use of radiolabeled biologics
'

-EPharmacy preparation of :

radiolabeled drugs ;

:
t

i 7
,

.

-
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INTER-ORGANIZATION
-

;; COOPERATION
, .

> ;

i

* The . Food and Drug Administration (FDA? i
.

:
1

* The U.S. Department of Health and Human '

Services' Health. Care Finance |
.

Administration (HCFA) ;

,

M

j * Agreement States

:

8

!
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

GOAL: Increased Depth of Expertise in.

Medical issues-

Mo-st Members of Medical and Academica

Section Have Worked in a Hospital

Medical Visiting Fellows Program*

- Physician / Radiopharmacist
!

Expand Experience Base of ACMUI*

'
!

I
. .

!

.
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OVERSIGHT

;

GOAL: Early identification of*

| Developing Problems
;

.

Approximately 1000 inspections in*

FY '90

Analysis of Misadministration*

Reports and Developing Trends

Coordination and Technical*

Assistance to the Regions
.

10
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MISADMINISTRATIONS REPORTED
BY NRC LICENSEES

|

CY87 CY88 CY89 CY90
Diagnostic 409 386 397 400* |

1-131 5 7 10 10*
,

i

Therapy 9 12 10 18 * *.

Licensees 348 344 326 325* |

Involved

AO Reports 8 7 8 14 * * *

Estimated .** Incomplete data*
1, 2, & 3 Otr*** '

,

' I.I

i

!

|
'

|!
;

4
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RESOURCES FOR MEDICAL USE PROGRAM
.

FY90 FY91 FY92FL''*OTIONAL ARFAS $ FTE $ FTE $ FTE,

; Program Dvipmt 1038 8.2 1157 8.1 800 7.6'

& ' Event Eval. '(HO)

] Inspec. & Event 20.5 23.2 24.5'

Eval. (Rgns)

l_icensing (Rgns) 8.4 7.7 8.5
'

Supervision 4.7 4.9 5.2(HO & Rgns),

TOTALS 1038 41.8 1157 43.9 800 46.0
,

!

'
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE
f

!,

.

GOAL: Widespread Notice of*
'

NRC Activities
!

1

j -24 Presentations to Professional Groups

4 Workshops for Licensees
|

-

.

!

NMSS Newsletter-

Meetings with 8 Professional Societies |
-,

13 ;

!

,

I
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF ACMUI :.

.

! i
i

'

I [

(.
'

* Drop Diagnostic QA .to Focus i

t

on lodine and Therapy QA !

;

1

-
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FOLICY ISSUE
February 5, 1991 SECY-91-026

[or: The Commissioners

From: James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations

Subiect: ANNUAL REPORT ON MEDICAL USE PROGRAM, FY 1990

Purpose: To provide an annual report on the medical use program. |

Summary: In response to the Commission's request dated August 4,
1988 (Enclosure 1), the staff is providing an annual report
on the Medical Use Program. This report discusses the
implementation of the Five-Point Program previously described
in SECY-88-77, points raised in the Commission's request
dated March 29, 1990 (Enclosure 2), special-interest topict. lin the medical use of byproduct materials, and the medical
use program's staffing and budget allocations.

Discussion: Backaround

in 1988, the staff provided the Commission with a five-Point
Program for improving the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission's
(NRC's) oversight of the medical use of byproduct material. |
The five points are: program development; inter-organization
cooperation; staff development; oversight; and information.
This paper oescribes the medical use program experience in
FY90. The staff continues to use this program to improve the
regulatory oversight of the medical use of byproduct material
and identify fundamental needs and issues.

NOTE: TO BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
IN 10 WORKING DAYS FROM THE

Contact: DATE OF THIS PAPER
Josephine M. Piccone

(301) 492-1410

|
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JNDUSTRY CHARACTER 17ATION

The NRC regulates medical use of byproduct material in
approximately 1700 hospitals and 600 private practice
clinics, Agreement States account for an approximate.
5000 additional medical ute licenses. Medical use includes
using radiopharmaceuticals to evaluate the presence and
extent of disease, or to treat disease, and the use of
.cealed sources for diagnosis or cancer therapy. Approxi-
mately 7 million diagnostic procedures and 180,000 therapy
procedures are performed nationwide each year. '

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
,

Quality Assurance (QA) Rule

A proposed amendment to 10 CFR Part 35, requiring medical
licensees to establish and implement a written basic.QA
program, was published for comment on January 16, 1990. The
goal of the rule is to provide high confidence that errors
in the medical use of byproduct material will be detected
and coriected. A pilot program was conducted to: assist
in determining the licensee's effectiveness in meeting the
proposed rule; determine if the performance objectives of
the proposed rule can spot mistakes that could lead to
misadministrations, if not corrected; and aid in determining
the impact of the proposed rule on current medical practice.

Five 1-day pilot pre-test workshops were held in March
and April, 1990 with NRC and Agreement State licensees
who volunteered to participate in the pilot program after
being randomly selected. A total of 64 volunteers actually

'

completed the pilot program conducted between May 14 and
July 13, 1990. Five 2-day post-test workshops were held'
in August, September, and October 1990, to review the
volunteers' experiences with the proposed rule and to
receive and discuss their comments and suggestions on how
to' improve the proposed rulemaking. One aspect of this
pilot program was the establishment of an NRC QA team
to develop program evaluation (licensing) checklists and
site evaluation (inspection) checklists, The QA team also
considered the appropriateness and usefulness of the afore-
mer,tioned developed guidance by evaluating the submitted
-QA programs of eighteen of the volunteer participants, with
follow-up site visits. The results of these evaluations
were presented to all the volunteers, at the post-test
workshops. The staff held public meetings with the Amer'ican
College of Nuclear Physicians (ACNP) and the Society of
Nuclear Medicine (SNM)in July 1990 to discuss the proposed
rule. Other public meetings with other professional organ-
izations such as American College of Radiology (ACR), American

_. ,. _ . ___
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Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP),
American Society of Therapy, Radiology, and Oncology
(ASTRO) and the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
Health Care _ Organizations (JCAHO) have been held in early
FY91. Public workshops also have been held with the
Agreement States.

There continues to be strong opposition to the rule from
the SNM, ACNP and other professional organizations who
question the need for such a rule in light-of the low
frequency of occurrence of misadministrations. A second
question is the regulation of QA by the NRC. The term
" quality assurance" has a meaning in the medical community
which is associated with quality medical care and clinical
practice issuee which are addressed by JCAHO. There is
also a concern or perception that the cost of the rule will
be.high, primarily due to the need for auditable records.
The Advisory Committee on the Medical Use of Isotopes
(ACMul) has recommended removal of diagnostic procedures
from the proposed rule while retaining requirements related
to the administration of iodine-131 in quantities greater
than 30 microcuries and therapy procedures. The staff is
continuing to evaluate these concerns as part of the "

rulemaking process.

QA Contract

The QA Contract, " Quality Assurance in the Medical Use
of Byproduct Materials," was awarded on September 23,
1990, to Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) for a period of one year. The tasks covered by this i

contract include: identify the current regulations, standards,
and guidelines that physicians, medical physicists and medical
technologists involved with activities under NRC medical
licenses are currently using for QA; review the Inspectient
of radiology and nuclear medicine departments by the U, 5, ,

Department of Health and Human Services' Health Care Financing
Administration.(HCFA) and the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) to
determine their level of detail in review of QA for medical
use of byproduct material; and review and analyze the
completed NRC " Medical Use Quality Assessment" questionnaires.
The " Medical Use Quality Assessment" questfonnaire is a
fif teen page questior.naire on medical use quality, which was
used during unannounced inspections between July 1989 and
June 1990. A report from SAIC is due September 23, 1991.

t

Dosimetry Assistance

The staf f contracted with Dak Ridge Associated Universities'
Radiopharmaceutical Internal Dose Information Center (RIDIC)

-. - - - - -- - . ,- - ,
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on September 5, 1990, to provide dose estimates to NRC for
internal exposures rcceived by individuals working for NRC
licensees. The staff will use this information to evaluate
the regulatory importance and medical significance of ,

incidents. This assistance proved very valuable in helping
the staff promptly respond to several significant incidents
involving iodine.

Medical Training

A 1988 contract study, which examined training and
experience criteria, credentialing programs, and State
licensure for physicians, technologists, and ancillary
medical personnel was completed in December 1989. Study
findings, along with the public comments received in
response to a Federal Ragister Notice (53 FR 18845)
concerning training and exper lence criteria published on
May 25, 1988, were analyzed and presented to the ACMul
as an agenda item during the meeting held on July 10, 1990.
The ACMUI responded that the information gathered by the
Office of Nuclear Materials Ssfety and Safeguards (NMSS)
staff does not support the assumption that training and
experience are significant factors in misadministrations.
The ACMUI suggested that additional information be gathered
to include the training and experience of all individuals
involved with misadministrations, as well as other incidents
uncovered during NRC inspections. Before recommending rule-
making, the staff needs more information about the relation-
ship between the level of supervision provided by authorized
users to technologists and the traf r.ing and experience of
the technologist. Similarly, the starf needs time to monitor
the impact that current proposed rulemaking, regarding
medical quality assurance, will have on misadministration
or violations of NRC's requirements. Additional data will
be gathered over the next two years and the results used
in any decision to propose future rulemaking on this issue.

Human Factors

Human error is a significant contributor to medical use
incidents. Reduction of such error requires detailed
knowledge of the factors that cause it. NMSS has worked
closely with the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(RES) over the last year, to initiate research projects

,

designed-to assist the staff in acquiring that knowledge for'

teletherapy and for brachytherapy using remote afterloaders.
Those uses were selected because tef the relative significance

; of errors associated with them. The projects include the
following tasks:

1. Function and task analyses;
2. Human-tnachine interf ace evaluation;

- - . - - - __ _
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3. Procedures evaluation;
4. Training and qualifications evaluation;
5. Organizational practices and policies evaluation;
6. Identification and prioritization of human factors

problems (i.e., human errors that affect system
performance) and identification and evaluation of
alternative means for resolving those problems.

The contractors for the projects, CAE-Link Corporation
(teletherapy) and Pacific Science and Engineering Group,
Inc. (brachytherapy), are currently conducting the function
and task analyses on which all other tasks will be based.
Both projects are scheduled for completion in early FY92.

The staff has also encouraged medical industry groups and
users of nuclear byproduct material to consider human factors
as they attempt to improve safety in their facilities and
operations. In mid-1990, Syncor International Corporation,
the operator of a major chain of nuclear pharmacies, accepted
that challenge. As a first step, Syncor has hired an
experienced human factors consultant to work with its staff
in developing a program to identify and resolve performance
problems associated with human error.

About 400 diagnostic misadministrations of nuclear byproduct
material are reported to NRC annually. In 1990, NMSS
instituted a pilot project to evaluate information in those
reports for insights into the causes of human errors that
contribute to such miradministrations. The key element of
the project is a computerized database. Data for 1989 are
currently in the database because that was the last year for
which all reports are available. Data for 1990 will be added
in 1991. Up to seventy data elements are entered for each
reported misadministration. Programming to summarize
information in the databasa is underway. Early results
indicate that the project may identify factors leading to
human errors in nuclear medicine. The staff will assess
the need for a continuing effort, once the pilot project
is completed.

Devices or products employed in a number of fields benefit
from the availability of human-machine interface design
guidance tailored to the field. In 1988, the Association
for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) with
NRC staff participation developed and published the first
compilation of such guidance for medical devices. It is now
revising that compilation.

Radiopharmacy Petition

A petition for rulemaking from the ACNP and the SNM was
received in June 1989. The petitioners requested that NRC

'
. .. .. ..

_ __--- __.
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change certain requirements regarding the preparation and ,

use of radiopharmaceuticals. The staff discussed these
issues during several meetings with the food and Drug
Administration. Pharmacy issues were discussed in separate
meetings with the National Association of the State Boards
of Pharmacy, the Ohio State Board of Pharmacy and the
Illinois State Board of Pharmacy. An interim final rule
was published in the Federal Register on August 23, 1990
(Enclosure 3) and is in effect until August 23, 1993.
The interim final rule allows licensees to depart from

'the manuf acturer's instructions for elution of generators,
preparation of reagent kits, and indications of use for
therapy radiopharmaceuticals provided certain conditions
and limitations are met. During this time, the staff will
collect information to determine whether to extend the
interim period for the rule, make the rule permanent, or
revise it,-based on the nature of the reasons for, and
frequency of, the departures. The remaining issues
addressed in the petition are: use of radiopharmaceu-
ticals for human research; use of radiolabeled biologics;
and pharmacy preparation of drugs outside of the FDA
Investigational New Drug (IND)/New Drug Application (NDA)
framework. The staff is continuing to work on these
remaining issues and will provide its proposed resolution
for Commission consideration by November 1992.

The interim final rule has met with some resistance and
criticism by members of the medical community. The SNM-
and ACNP have indicated that the rule has*resulted in an
overly burdensome recordkeeping requirement and that it
too narrowly defines the basis for allowable departures.
On September 20, 1990, Syncor International, Inc. , filed
before the Commission a Petition for Reconsideration and
Stay of Action regarding the Interim Final Rule.- On

October 19, 1990, Syncor filed a lawsuit against the NRC
challenging the interim final rule. Syncor International
Corp. v. NRC #.90-1495 (D.C. Circuit). The staff and the
Office of the General Counsel are evaluating the petition-
and. subsequent documents submitted by Syncor.

IN]ER-ORGANIZATION COOPERATION

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates drugs and
medical-devices-that are placed in interstate commerce. The
staff initiated and has conducted office-level and day-to-day
staff-level communications designed to ensure NRC and FDA
cooperation and coordination.

. . , , _ ._ _ _ ._ _ _
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? Interagency staff meetings were held with both FDA's Center 1

Jfor Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), and Center for
Biologics and Evaluation and Research.(CBER), to discuss
and resolve issues of common interest that were' addressed
in the petition for rulemaking on the practice of pharmacy ,

and medicine, which was submitted by the ACNP and SNM.
'

Many of the requests in that petition concern NRC's,
,

interpretation of and reliance on FDA's radioactive drug ,

"and biologic regulations. Since.the FDA regulates the
_

manufacturer regarding labeling and package insert'

information, and not the end-user, it is reluctant toi .

provide a definitive statement on adherence to the package
ins,ert information. The practice of medicine-and pharmacy

,

issues associated with end-use have contributed to FDA's-
inability.to provide clear guidance. The staff will continue

? to work with FDA to resolve these issues.
u

. The FDA's: Center for Devices and Radiological Health
.

"'

,

(CDRH) and NRC are sharing information on incidents involving
.

teletherapy- units, brachytherapy sources, and brachytherapy
remote afterloading devices. FDA-field representatives-
accompanied NRC staff on one teletherapy inspection, in
response to an unusual machine failure involving restart of
the timer,. caused by a static electricity problem.

bc
-;

,

The staff initiated contacts with the HCFA, and referred
information on two medical events to'HCFA, for its !

consideration for action. NRC staff investigated the ;

aspects'of the two' events that' pertained to NRC regulations.
HCFA requested additional .information and indicated that it
would look'into the non-radiation medical care issues,"as

part of its inspection process on quality of care.
,

The staff. continues to assist and obtain constructive;
comments f rom' organizations (Association for, the Advancement

~

of Medical Instrumentation, Human Factors Special' Interest
,

Grnups on Medical Systems and the Functionally-Impaired, and
-

United States Pharmacopeial Convention) by participating in
committee activities of these organizations. Liaisons for
information flow are: established with the ACNP, ACR, SNM,

- AAPM, and ASTRO. All of these organizations 'are on a mailing
list forLinformation notices, and the NMSS Licensee Newsletter. 1

NRC- staf f efforts to assist the U. 5. Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) in the-development and implementation
of aLRadiation Safety Audit Program are on going. The VA
abandoned its program to have the regional industrial
hygienists audit the hospital radiation safety programs.

i

,
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Instead the VA allocated training funds to provide l

approximately 60 physicians, health physicists, and |
technologists, who are radiation safety officers (RS0s) ;

at smaller (non-broad scope) hospitals, with a two and I

a half day training session on radiation safety progratus.
The sessions focused on NRC's licensing, inspection, and
enforcement policies, with specific workshops on practical
issues and tasks facing the R50s. Workshop topics included:
" training; dose calibration; surveys and counting; volatile
radionuclides; receiving and shipping; and use, spills and
disposal." Both NRC staff and VA staff presented instruction.
NRC staff is planning to continue meeting with VA Headquarters
to focus attention on improving VA medical use programs.

,

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Headquarters and the regions had continued success in
recruiting individuals with medical use experience to work
in the licensing and inspection programs in FY90. NMSS
and the Regions have hired individuals with training and
experience in nuclear medicine technology, medical health
physics consulting, and medical physics, including
individuals with NRC licensing and inspection experience.
This varied and practical field experience provides a
first-hand understanding of safety concerns and
implementation problems associated with"the medical use
of byproduct material.

Both Headquarters and regional staff members continue to
participate in the NRC rotational assignment program and
in team inspections. This prcgram has fostered a better
understanding of regional licensing and inspection problems-
and Headquarters' programs and procedures.

ACMUI

The ACMUI was convened once last year. At a July public
meeting, members. commented on the ACNP-SNM petition, the
QA rule, training and experience criteria, expanded '

membership, and meeting frequency.*

*In SECY-90-355 (October 18, 1990), the staff recommended changes in the
composition of the ACMUI. In a Staff Requirements Memorandum dated December 10,
1990, the Commission approved the staff's plans to expand membership and
recommended a balancing of representation on the Committec while minimizing the
number of additional members. The Commission also instructed that members
should be approved for.a term of two years with an option for renewal of the
appointment for an additional two years with Commission approval.

- - . - . -- - -. . . - . .. - ,
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Medical' Visiting Fellows Program I

The staff is implementing the Medical Visiting Fellows
Program (MVFP). The Federal Reaister Notico of June 7, 1

1990 (Enclosure 4) called for nominations of qualified ;

physicians, radiopharmacists and other health professionals .)
- to participatelin the MVFP. The staff submitted a j

Commission Paper on.the implementation plan for the MVFP |
on. August 8, 1990 (Enclosure 5.). A total of six physicians, 1

three radiopharmacists, one RSO and one technologist. submitted
applications. From these cdc.didates, the staff has selected
one physician,. and one radiopharmacist, both of whom have
outstanding credentials, to be the first visiting fellows.
Experience gained with the=first two fellows will help
provide a basis for future solicitations.

.

-

'

OVERSIGHT

The licensing and inspection functions are conducted by the
- regional offices with guidance and oversight from Headquarters.

. f

The regions conduct approximately 1000 inspections of medical
use' licensees annually. Most medical use licensees are
inspected every three years; broad scope, nuclear pharmacy
and teletherapy licensees are. inspected annually. The staff +

is currently working on inspection guidance to the regions !

which will change the inspection frequency for community
hospitals from three years to two years, increasing NRC
oversight of approximately 1400 medical use licensees. The
staff continues to use-notices of violation, civil penalties,

~

and orders, as appropriate, to ensure compliance with
regulations and license-conditions.

!, BUDGET AND FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT UNITS (FTE)

The budget and FTE for the medical use program are described
in Table 1.

The staff believes that this-allocation of. resources meets
#the needs of the medical use program with emphasis on

inspection activities.

- - ..

_
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Table 1.

Resources for Medical Use Program"'D

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93
Functional Areas $ FlE $ FTE $ FIE $ FTE

Program Development & 1038 8.2 1157 8.1 800 7.8 1050 8.0
Event Evaluction (HQ)

Inspection and Event 20.5 23.2 24.5 25.3
Evaluation (Regions)

Licensing (Regions) 8.4 7.7 8.5 8.5

Supervision (HQ & 4.7 4.9 5.2 5. 3
Regions)

e

TOTALS 1038 41.8 1157 43.9 800 46.0 1050 47.1

aHeadquarters and regional staff resources are rounded to
nearest tenth and do not include overhead.

bMost of the program support funds are for improving medical
QA. Oollar resources are rounded in thousands of dollars.-

INFORMATION

The staff visited Regions 1, II, III and IV, in the summer
1990, to enhance communications between the regions and
headquarters and described program goals, the workload
tracking system, and an updated list of Medical and Academic ,

Section contacts.

The staff has used a variety of communication methods to
inform licensees of NRC's medical use program and potential
safety problems. These have included: preparing and
distributing the NMSS Licensee Newsletter, which includes
information about misadministrations and enforcement
actions;-providing background-information for newsletter<

articles published by medical organizations; increasing the
distribution of information notices about operational issues;
participating in scientific meetings; and specific portions
of notices of rulemaking.

_ _ _ _ _ __.
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Staff members in all regions conducted workshops for
licensees. Each workshop was designed to respond to medical
use issues' specific to the region, such as management and
RSO responsibilities, training, surveys, and audits. The
workshop program has been well-received by licensees and
regional staff-members, and will be continued.

A summary of the Staff workshops and presentations at outside
meetings held in FY90 can be found in Enclosure 6. A listing
of Federal Register Notices, information notices, and staff
papers, regarding the medical use. program, issued in FY90
(and in some previous years) can be found in Enclosure 7.

AREAS OF CONCERN

The staff believes that developments in the medical workforce,
reimbursement by public and third party carriors for medical ;

services, new medical technology and aging equipment continue
to be potential areas of concern.

Workforce

It appears that the body of fully qualified nuclear physicians *

and nuclear medicine and radiation therapy technologists will
continue to decline because of a continued high attrit:on
rate of better-trained and more-experienced personnel. Able
candidates for physician and technologist training programs
also continue to decline. This deteriorating situation
creates the need for continued monitoring of nuclear medicine
and radiation therapy training programs, to help ensure the>

continued safe medical use of byproduct material.
.

Health Care Reimbursement

Both public and private-sector third party carriers have
implemented stringent cost-control programs, effectively '

reducing resources and op+ ' throughout all facets of
health care . delivery, int ag nuclear sedicine and ,

radiation therapy. The starf expects that licensees,
being forced to reduce costs, may find it herder to
maintain staff and purchase equipment to implement the
Commission's objective of safe medical use of byproduct
material.

Medical Technology

As noted previously (SECY-90-047), the staff still
anticipates that the key change in radiopharmaceutical ases
will'be the development and widespread use of radiolabeled
monoclonal antibodies. Mnnoclonal antibodies may be labeled
with radioisotopes not usually seen in nuclear medicine

. . _ . , _ _ _ . _ __ , __. - __,
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departments (e.g. yttrium-90 and rhenium-86) and with
much larger quantities of iodine-131 and phosphorus-32.
To better understand this technology and its associated
radiation protection issues, RES has contract projects
concerned with the radiation protection aspects unique
to monoclonal antibodies and recommended radiation
protection requirements, adequacy of current regulatory
criteria for release of patients, and protective measures
for technologists and pnysicians. The medical section
staff is providing technical review of these projects.:

In radiation oncology, there has been increased use of
high-dose-rate remote af terloading brachytherapy,
stereotactic therapy, and computerized treatment planning
and administration. Errors caused by misunderstood parameter
definitions, unvalidated computer codes, code limitations,,

f aulty treatment plan sof tware, f aultv smputr.r inputs or
mechanical problems are likely to incr ease.

The staff is keeping abreast of the new developments ia
radiation oncology by recruiting experienced medical use
personnel, oy developing an enhanced awareness of the new
technology, and by interacting with cognizant professional
organizations. In May 1990, the sta1f visited Nucletron
Corp., a vendor of remote afterloading brachytherapy devices,
and in September 1990, attended a prssentation elekta
Instruments, Inc. , on its sterectactic therapy c ce (Gamma
Knife), for a general overview of these devices.

Throuf. the Medical Visiting Fellows Program, the. staff
hopes to attract individuals knowledgeable in monoclonal

,

antibodies and radiation oncology, who will provide input
on new developments in these areas. Additionally, the
stafi is preparing statements af work for two contracts,
covering QA concerns for gamma knives and brachytherapy
remote afterloaders, including device review and registration
requirements, quality control / calibration procedures for
acceptance testing, routine calibration and spotchecks, and
equipment service requirements and identification of critical
componen.

Some teletherapy devices have been in operation for over
twenty years and are more prone to mechanical and electrical
problems. Spare parts for these older units are becomingt

increasingly difficult and expensive to obtain and may
render the units unserviceable. The staff, together with'

the FDA and Theratronics, a teletherapy device manufacturer,
is monitoring developments in this area, to ensure continued
safe medical use.

1

_ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - -
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PROGRAM STATUS

The Five-Point Program, initiated in FY88 is being
implemented. The results are increased NRC oversight of
medical licensees through the regional inspection program;
enhanced communications with the medical community and
professional organizations; increased guidance to the
reyions on licensing and inspection issues; and tracking
of current and projected medical concerns.~ lhe staff will
contin'Je the implementation of the Medical Use Program, as
discuteed.in this paper.

t,ardination: This paper has been coordinated with the Office of the
General Counsel, and that office has no legal objection.

#/. - ,

J.mes M. T ior

xecutive Di ector
for Operations

Enclosures:
1. SRMs dtd 08/4/88 and 03/29/90
2. 55 FR 34513 (08/23/90)
3. 55 FR 23321 (06/07/90)
4. SECY-90-275 (08/08/90)
5. . Staff Workshops and Participation

in Outside Mtgs
6. Other NRC Documents Related to

the Medical Use Program

DISTRIBUTION:
Cormnissioner s
OGC
OIG
GPA
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO
ACRS
ACNW
ASLBP
ASLAP
SECY
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MEMCRANDUM FOR: Victor Stallo, Jr., Executive Director i

for Operations

FRCM amuel J. Chilk, Secretary
SUE 7ECT:

SECY-48-77 - MEDICAL USE FROGRAM

This is to advise you that the Cetatsmion (vich all Commissione".sagreeing) has approved proceeding with the' staff's plan to
provfde improved regulatory oversight of the medical use ci
by-product material as revised in the June 7, .

1988-memorandum fromM. Thompson.to S.'J.
modifications:- Chilk subject to the following

1. The section titled ameaulatien gg Medical serviend irEnclosure 1 should be removedi
2. press releases for escalated enforcement actions should be

sent to professional-society newsletters (if this is notalready done); and
3. the staff should provide- the Commission with an annual

briefing on the Medical Use Prograa..

(NMSS) (2007 (SECT SUSPENSE 212/88)

Commissioner Rogers noted that he believaa that the medical
misadministration of by-product material deserves further
attention by the medical community. The current estimated rateof medica!. misadministrations, while small in comparison with
other modalities of exposure to the public from by-productmaterial emplo
. improved by a'yed in the commercial sector and from NARM, can be

more effective and strengthened agency program.
Therefore, he agrees with the objective of providing improved
regulatory oversight of the medical use of by--product material. |

J

Commissioner Rogers also noted that the staff's Five-Point
Program could contain more specificity and diversity as toimplementation. In particular he believes a resource allocation
for regulating medical use of by-product material other than that i

jproposed in Table'1 =ay be more effective in achieving these
!

M M B)0 Enci sure 1
,

1
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.
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objections. A continuing emphasis on Regional inspection
activities as proposed to Regional licensing activities will be
necessary to achieve the oversight Gement of the Five-Poi ~ntProgram.

Examples of additional actions the staff should consider in. he
Inter-organization Cooperation and Information Feedback elementsof the Program include:

Encourage rotational assignments of Headquarters NMssa.

staff to the Regions for periods of several months, and;
shorter assignments by Region Inspectors to NMSS
Headquarters staff for orientation and Program overviewpurposes.

'\
, b.\'g' Increased utilization of mod staff resources for

periodic analyses of medical community performance and'

mod consideration of appropriate indicators of trendsin performance.
%

i

I Exgloration of fur *Jter institutional ties to thec.
medical community through establishment of a one yea;r
medical Visiting Fellows program within NMSSHeadquarters. Budgetary support for an NRC Medical
Fellow Program, selected by NMSS staff and the Advisory
committee on Nuclear Medicine might be possible through
Health and Human Services and National Institutes ofHealth.

d. Active involvement of Commissica offices, the EDO and
Senior NRC staff members in communicating directly with
the medical community (hospital administrators,

[
physicians, medical schools, professional groups) asCommission representatives.

Commissioner Rogers requests that the staff add more flesh to the
skeleton of the Five-Point Program, review the examples above and
consider additional opportunities for achieving greater leveragsin FF * am taplementation.
its next briefing of the Commission.The Staff should report on these at

Copies:-
Chairman 2ech
Commissioner Roberts
commissioner Carr

i Ccamissionar Rogers
) OGC

.
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4 REFER TO: M900220.j . W A$mNOTON. D C. 20555
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* . f t. ! "3 March 29, 1990 Cys: y
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MEMORANDUM FOR: James M. Taylor
-Executive Director for Operations

. . . , ,

' William C. Parler, Gene Counsel
e

FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, Secre p
SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - ANNUp L MEETING ON

MEDICAL USE OF BYPRODUCT 4ATERIAL, TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 20, 1990, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE
ROOM, ONE WHITE FLINT NORTH, ROCXVILLE
MARYLAND (OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The Commission * was briefed by the staff on current issues
associated with medical use of byproduct material. Chairman
Carr commended staff for their efforts over the last year to
improve NRC's regulation of such uses to ensure adequate
protection of the public from unnecessary radd1 tion exposure.

The, Commission agreed th9t the staff should proceed with
implementation of the visiting fellows program and inform the

.

commission when the action has been taken. -

With regard to-the pending petition-for rulemaking from the
American College of Nuclear Physicians and the Society of
Nuclear Medicina about the practice of medicine and pharmacy, -

-

the commission requested early resolution on whether a generic
exemption'or.an interim rule is the meat appropriate action to
be taken.

~

.

The Commission also requested early recommendations on whether
the membership of the Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of
Isotopes (ACMUI) needs to be expanded as previously requested
in the SRM dated 10/5/89 (SECY-89-263). -

,

,.
~

(Subsequently the staff submitted their recommendations in
SECY-90-ll7.)

* CommisiIoner Remick was not present.
.

Enclosure 2
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:The Commission urged thelstaff
.

1. ; -to seek opportunities to conduct extended facility-visits-

to develop first-hand; understanding.of'the safety needs
iLandLimplementation~ difficulties associated with medical '

.uses of1 byproduct-material:;

: 2. - .to: solicit: constructive comments from licensees, States,
professional organizations, and other' federal agencies on-
NRC's regulatory program in: the medical use area;

~

3.- ~ to continue conducting workshops to inform licensees of-
NRC' activities, sensitize licensees to'NRC's concerns, and |

,

;* Lprovide opportunity for feedback in'the' medical use area; '

and
.

t

."'
14 . to request / suf ficientmresources in the-noxt FiveLYear '

Plan to. ensure adequate. regulatory oversight of the medical-
:usesfof. byproduct 1 material in~ light of projected trends in

f .the work-force, health carenreimbursement, and emerging
: technologies.

v
i

ChairmantCarr requested that the distribution l'ist for theENMSS - i

newsletter; incl'udeithe members of the-ACKUI and leader,s.of
: appropriate professional organizations.

a>

Commissioner Curtiss suggested that charts used to. indicate the.
numberLof medical misadministrationsishould-have an added.
column which lists'the number of-medical' events which are
included in NRC's abnormal occurrence reports as'a, measure of i

the number.of "significant" misadministrations.

,

1cc : LChairmanJCarr
.

,

.

Commissioner Roberts '

JCommissioner Roge'rs '

-

> Commissioner Curtiss ~

JCommissioner Remick
iGPA '

'

a ,-ACRS '

PDR;- Advance .

'DCS :- Pl-24 / *
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NUCLEAR REOULATORY (Lower Levell, Washington. DC. Single safety of patients. but also recognizes

COMMISSION
copies of the Regulatory Analysis are that physicians have the primary
auilable from Dr. Anthony Tse. Office responsibility for the protection of their

to CFR Parts 30 arid 35 of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. patients. NRC regulations are predicated
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, on the assumption that properly trained

FilN 3150-AD43 Washington. DC 20$55 and adequately informed physicians will
FOR FuRTHER INFoRMATloN CONT ACT: make decisions in the best interest ofAuthorization To Prepare

Radiopharmaceutical Rangent Kits and Dr.Tse, see ApoResses heading. their patients.

Elute Radiopharinaceutical Telephono (301) 492-3797. Under the Federal Food. Drug. und

Generators: Use of sJPPLEMENT ARY INFORMafioN: Cosmetic Act, as amended. th' Foode

and Drug Administration (FDA)Radiopharrnaceuticals for Therapy I. Background regulales drug research and the

AQtNCY; Nue! ear Regulatory 4 NxlearMedicine manufacturer and sale of drugs.

Commis sion- Radioactive materists are used in including radiopharmaceuticals FDA

d*ugs m the field of nuclear medicine. has regulated the safety and
Action: Interim final rule with request Drugs labeled with radioisotopes are effectn eness of investigational
im comment known as radiopharmaceuticels. In radioactive drugs since 1975. when FDA

diagn stic nuclear medicine, parents revoked its 1963 exemption of
suuMARY:The Nuclear Regulatory receive these materials by injection. radioactive drugs from the
Commission (NRC) is issuir8 an interim inhalation, or oral admiristration. " Investigational New Drug" (IND)
final rule amending its regulations Physicians use radiation detection regulation. The NRC withdrew from
related to the preparation and the eqtpment tu visuahre the distribution regulating radioactive drug safety and
therapeutic uses of of a radioactive drug within the patient. efficacy to avoid dual Federal
radiopharmaceuticals.Th;s inteam rule Using this technology. It is possible to regulation, but contmues to regulate the

*"*'"' ' " " '
", s QP rt from

lacate tumura, assess organ function, or radiation safety of workers patients.
Pf' Pare a8 ruonitor the effectiveness of a treatment. * d th' bl

the manufacturer's instructions for .%n estimated 7 million diagnostic Each new drug approved for humanelution and preparatPm in the package nacicar medicine procedures are use by the FDA. includinginsert (a part of the Food and Drug performed in this country annually. In ra diopharmaceuticals, has labelingAdministration (FDA) approved therapeutic nuclear medic ne. uppt ved by FDA that includes a plabeling) previoed the licensees meet udmpharmaceuticals are administered
certain conditions and hmitations. The to treat various medical conditions (e g.. descripnon of the drug. Its;

intenm rule also permits NRC bcensees hyperattive thyroid). Ar estimated pharmacology. indications foi use.i

contraindications. warnings, a dverseusing byproduct material in a 30.000 therapeutic procedures are
te'$ctions dosage and administration,radiopharmaceutical for a therapeut.ic performed each year, and other information. The labeling ofuse to depart from the package insert

regard:ng indications and method of B Repu/atory Program ondfolicy certain drugs, including some
administration if certain requirements Regording Medical Use of Byproduct radiopharmaceuticals, includes
are met.This amendment is necessary Materio!s manufacturer's instructions that specify
to allow health professionals to provide in a policy statement. " Regulation of the method of preparation.FDA reviews

} diagnostic or therapeutic medical resA tre Medical Uses of Radimsotopes.' and approves the information in the

) not otherwise attainable-or to reduce published on February 9.1979 (44 FR labeling to ensure that it accurately
! medical risks to particular patients 82121. the NRC stated: reflects the data on safety and

because of their medical cond: tion while (1) The NRC will continue to regulate effectiveness on which the drugi

; continuing to protect pubhc heahh and the mec.ical uses i of radioisotopes as approvalis based. NRC has, in the past.
safety adequately. The intenm rule necessary to provide for the radiation rehed primarily on FDA's determination
apphes only to radiop'armaceuticals lo* safety of workers and the general pubhc. of a drug's safety and effectiveness
which the FDA has approved a "New (2) The NRC will regulate the when it is prepared and used according
Drug Apphcation (NDA). radiation safety of patients where to the approved labeling which some

justified by the risk to patients and NRC regulations refer to as the packagecAtts: Effective date: From August 23. where voluntary standards, or insert. as one means of ensuring1990 to August 23.1993. wlth these 6tandards. are
Comment closing date:In view of the [na protection of the public health and

u e. safety.interim nature of this rulemaking (3) The NRC will minimize intrusion
comments will be welcome at any time into medical judgments affecting NRC regulations in 10 CFR 35.200(b)
dunna the three year period. patients and into other areas require medical use licensees to prepare

traditionally considered to be a part of radiopharmaceuticals In accordance
Aoonassts: Submit written comments
and suggestions to the Secretary of the the practice of medicine. with the manufacturer's instructions in

The NRC has the authority to regulate the package insert (a part of the FDA-
Commission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

medical use to protect the health and a ppros ed labeling). Similar
Commission. Washington. DC :0553. requirements are placed on commerci11 g
Attention: Docketing and Se vicg nuclear pharmacies through NRC license ;
Dranch. Hand deliver comments to 11555 i Medic 4Nur .e defmed m to CrR ss c. means
Rockvllte Pike. Rockville. Maryland. '* ' mermonal iniemal m estemal adsa'''esiion conditions. Regulations in % CFR 35.300. ,

f '* d"C' '"'*"* ' '' 'h' re d >* u a the-eiro "Use of Radiopharmat.euticals for

[ /,jc]8' O je'| $e'd e" $ [ " ,"'t Therapy." require, among other things.between 7.45 a.m. and 4.15 p m. on
Federal workda)s. that the licensees comply with the

Copies of the regulatory unalysis, wrmo > oribe unoco states the o>smci or
environmental assessment. and the cww orine common *un of Pueno Re - package insert instructions regarding

* * " " '" * d " "" d '' 8" "' ' "d indications and method ofcomments received on this rule may be
examined at the Commission's Pubhc $YeYnY'jO N |$74$eYn'[ 1 adm nistration for the therapeutic use of

radiopharmaceuticals.
Document Room at 2120 L Street NW. m d .ntec a m

.
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SNM).The ACNP-
a pubhc comment period of 90 days was stability and enhance hnage qualtfy. '

pubbshed in the Federal Ragurar on because NRC regulations do not permit
of oser 12.000 September 15.1989(54 FR 38 39).The departure frem the manufacturer's jIpate in the

rodact materials. Federal Repster notice set farth the instructions for reconstitutmg reagent.

petmoners' proposed amendments to 10 Lits.
physicians. CFR parts 30. 33. and 35. includmg the (3) W hen evalaating pctential blood

$ nuc! car pharmacists. deletion of the restriction regardmg the transfusions. licensees are not able to '

)by the petztwners the preparation of radiopharmaceuticals in perform in vno cros6 matching unng '

pse the preparation
5 35 200(b) and the deletion of the poten*is! donar red cells radiolabeled {pn of restt cnon in 135.300. with respect to with Tc-99m because this is not |

pcals to d4agnose and fo!!owing the package insert mstructions provided for in the packageinne.rt. .

/so. technolog:sts reprding indications and method of (4) Ucansees are not able to use P-32 !
yharmaceuticals to

administration (54 FR 3a240).The sodium phosphate to treat primary ,'yform clinical comment period closed on December 14. Thmmbocythemia because this use is
v the dhection and '989, and too comment letters have been not specified in the package insert.
) authorized user

,

,

received. HI. ed for a Rule$ar pharmacists Comments were received from many !

ppharmaceutical kits.
pharmaceuticals, and d.f'erent sources such as hospitals. Information submitted by the ACNp-

harmaceuticale for pharmacies. and medical associates. .SNM in the petition for rulemaLag and

3 About 60 percent of the letters were obtained daring subsequent dasct.ssions

)ings.* the petitioners similar to a formletter written for with licensees indicates that the

Xa NRC amend its members of ACNP-SNM.Theseletters requirements in i 35.200(b) regardmg

I CFR part 35.' Medical miccted agreement with the petition on preparation of radsopharmaceuticals
p Material.~ to recognire all essential points. Fifteen percent of

and in i 31300 regardmg indications

y practice of medicine the comment letters were similar to a sad method of hw uon fora

$rpartures fmm the form letter written for the staff of Syncor therapy procedures are preventing

pstructions for International Corporation, also agreeing authorized user physicians from

Satic with the assertions in the petition. providing certain nuclear medidae

Escals and (2) the use of Twenty.five percent of the responses ciinical procedcres. l.icense conditions

Bicals for therapeutic w ere letters from other individuals.
similar to i 35.200(b) currently placed on

pethods of Most letters (99 percent) supported the commercial nuclear pharmacies hars
the same eHect. For some --- ;$r imued in the petibon and stated that the NRC should disesse states or patiaat conditions. in |

pproved by the FD/L amend its regulations to relax its carrent order to provide proper patient care. it j
o stated that. under restnctwns on the practice of nuclear

may be necessary to depart frca the i

;

slations. members of the medicine and nuclear pharmacy.The
%zations belies e they maionty of these letters did net provide FDA-approved instructions to obtain d

prely practice their specific supporting rationale. Some diagnostic or therapeutic medical results i

s petttioners also stated commenters provided rationale and not otherwise attainable or to reduce
Tser physicians cannot examples of chnical cases that the medical risks to particular patients,

)radiopnarmaceuticals commenters believe demonstrate how because of theirmedicalcondition.
The NRC believes that continuedMstratton for pmper the relevant NRC regulations prevent

pt though they believe physicians from providmg proper care application of these restrictions !

M to do so by the FDA for their patients.The commenters governing the preparation of

D medicallicenses- stated that. although a licensee may radiopharmaceuticale and the

) petitioners. nuclear request an exemption from specific indications and the method of
administration for therapeutic use of

ye been disenfranchised requirements in the regulations on a
radiopharmaceuticals would not permit)! entity because case-by-case basis, this exemption
proper patient care to be provided to |wy beheve are permitted process is tzsce consuming and

J by the States are not cumbersome.%e commenters believe some patients.

3RC regulations.ne that a delay in order to obtain NRC Underits1979 Medical Use Policy

$ that. although a approval for a particular departure from Statement (44 FR 8242. February 9.1979).

sist is authorized by the package insert may. in some cases.
the NRC stared that it would regulate
the medical use of bypmduct mateitalin

feepare leopardize the patient's health. Some
order to protect the health and safety ofsticals upon reteipt of a e.xamples of cimical cases the

commenters provided are described workers, patients and the public. In
general.NRC regulatory requirementssa a.com.d we ph%n~ below-

N*"d ~% 0)Iicensecs are not able to useTc-
are o-tented to ensure that the proper!)

W" ''P***P" 99m macrouggregated albumin with hi h prepared radzopharmaceutical is6
spec:fic actuy and low particle administered to the correct petjent as

We% ems.n.n w.
. conc-ntration to nefely perform lung prescribed by an authorized user

p pesh

!

.
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k
11. Petition for Rulemaking Filed by the prescription by an authorized user scans for patients who have pulmonaryAmerican College of Nuclear Physicians ph)sacian, current NRC reguletions hypertension because the ranges ofand the Society of Nuclear Medicme severely restrict thett actmty The specific activity and partic'.e

On June B.1989. the fiRC docketed a, pet ti nen bebeve that their concentration gwen in the package
pRM-35-9 a petition for rulemakir3 professional activities are curtailed by insert would be enceeded.
dated June 5.1989, which was filed by th EmMations imposed by the NRC on (2)1.icensees are not able to addthe American College of Nuclear nuclear physiciana and pharmacists.

ascorbic acid as an antioxidant to Tc-Physicians and the Society of Nuclear A notice of receipt of the peution with 99m-DITA. which would increaseMedicine (ACNP-SNM). The ACNp. a pablic comment period of 90 days was stability and enhance image qualtiy.SNM are composed of os er 12.000 pubbshed in the Fadatal Register on became NRC regulations do not permitintiividuals wtio pariipate in the September 15,1989 [54 FR 38239). The departure from the manufacturer's'
medical use of byproduct materials. Federal Register notice set forth the instructions for reconstttutinf rea;;ent

_ Members include physicians. petitioners' proposed amendments to 10 kits
technologists, and nudear pharmacists. CFR parts 30,33. and 35 includmg the (31 When evaluating potential bloodAs charactenzed by the petitioners, the deietton of the restriction regardmg the

transfusions. licensees are not able tophysicians supervtse the preparation preparetion of radiopharmaceuticals in perform in vno crossmatchmg unnaand administration of i 35 200(b) and the deletion of the potential donar red cells radiolabeledrudiopharmaceuticals to &agnose and restnetion in i 35.300, with respect to with Tc-99m because this is not
b

treat patients. Also, technologists following the package insert matructions provided for in the package insert,administer radiopharmaceuticals to repiding indications and method of
(4)1.lcansees are not able to use P-32f diagnose and perform clinical admmist*ation (54 FR 382401. The se&um phosphate to treat primaryprocedures under the direction and comment period closed on December 14. Throtabocythemio because this use issupervision of an authori7.ed user

1989, and (S6 comment letters have been not specified in the package insert.pbysician.' Nuclear pharmacists received.
reconstitute radiopharmaceutical kits. Comrnents were received from many fil. Need for a Rule
compound rad opharmaceuticals. and d.f!erent sources such as hospitals, laformation submitted by the ACNp-&spense radiopharmacetticals for pharmacles, and medical associates. , SNM in the petiuon for rulemsLig andmedical purpoeen About 60 percent of the letters were obtained du.-ing subaequent discuasionsAmong other things.8 the petitioners similar to a form letter written for with licensees indicates that therequested that the NRC amenr|its

members of ACNP-SNM.These letters requirements in i 35.200(b) regardmgregulations at to CFR part 35 " Medical micated a eement with the petition on p etion of radiopharmaceuticata f
,

Use of Dyproduct Matenai." to recognire all essentia points. Fifteen percent of an in i 35.300 regardag indicationstheir appropnate practice of med cme
the comment letters were similar to a and method of adeurustration for fand to allow (1) departures from the
form letter written for the staff of Syncor therapy procedures are preventing ' >

manufacturer's instructions for Interr.ctional Corporation, also agreein; authorized user physicians i.omprepartag diagnostic with the assertions in the petition. providmg certain nuclear med cine
e

radiopharmaceuticals and (2) the use of Twenty.five percent of the responses e
clinical procedures. l.icense conditions

similar to i 35.200(b) currently placed n h(-
tadiopharmaceuticals for therapeutic

w ere letters from other individuals.indications and methods of
commercial nuclear pharmacuts haya _badministration not included in the

Most letters (99 percent) supported the ,;
petit;on and stated that the NRC should the same effect. For soma uncommond .package insert approved by the FDA.

The petitioners stated that under amend its regulations to relax its current disease etates or patient candluona. (n J ' '

current NRC regulations, members of the restnetions on the practice of nuclear order to provide proper patinct car Jg '

petitioning organizations believe they medicine and nuclear pharmacy. The may be riecessary to depart frena t) 4 p
cannot appropriately practice their malonry of these letters did not provide FDA-eppmved instructions to oMa) ins

.

professions.The petttioners also stated specific supporting rationale. Some duyrnostic or therapeutic medic l resultss
that authorized uset physicians cannot commenters provided rationale and

not otherwise attainable or to rs%de
prescribe certain radiopharmaceuticals examples of chnical cases that the medical tisks to partacular patieny

commenters beheve demonstrate bow because of their medical conditVg,or routes of administration for proper the relevant NRC regulations prevent The NRC behaves that continugpatient care, even though they believe physicians from providmg proper care application of these restrictionsthey are permitted to do so by the FDA for their patienta.The commenters governing the preparation ofand by their State medical beenses-
According to the petitioners. nuclear stated that, although a liosneee may radiopharmaceuticale and the
pharmacists have been disenfranchised request an exemption from specific indicatione and the method of
as a professional entity because requirements in the regulations on a administration for therapeutic usq og
actmties that they beheve are permitted case.by-case basia, this exemption radiopharmaceuticals would not t ,ermit
by the FDA and by the States are not process is titce consuming and proper patient care to be provided to
aliowed under NRC regulations The cumbersome.The commenters believe some patients,

petitioners stated that although a that a delay in order to obtain NRC Under its W9 Medicalllee polic l
n> clear pharmacist is authonzed by approval for a particular departure from Statement (44 FR a:42, February 9. ygg 9)
State beenee to prepere the package insert raay,in some cases. the NRC stated that it would reguh ste
radiopharmaceuticals upon reteipt of a jeoparize the patient's health. Some the medical use of byproduct n alet.'alin

e.wmples of c!mical cases the order to protect the health and safet . ofacommenters provided are described workers, patients, and the public. In 4

mrmer uw wm neor.m! wmm.x belom.. md o ra,an the "eco,re s u.v us u'* general.NRC regulatnry requirements

yg ns e.4,nu se m ow 11)l.icensecs are not able to use Tc- cre onented to ensure that the properly '99m mactuaagregated album n with his prepared radiophstmaceutical is
a Tu e is e w. e, m,-. vec:fic actiuty and low parucle administered to the correct pelient ass

...- Weru.h iu m , cone mtratmn to ofely perform tung prescribed by an authorized u.scr g

i
\

\
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physir.ian. Aside from the requirements for therapeutic use provided a proper the departure, and (3) a brief statement'

in i 35000(b) and i 35.300. other
record of the departure is made.These of the reasons why the departure from

requirements in part 35. such as the use records will be examined by the NRC to the manufacturer's instructions would

of dose calibrators are intended to determine whether to extend the interim obtain medical results not otherwise
ensure that the patient receives the period for the rule. make the rule attainable or would reduce medical

prescribed dose. NRC's regulations need permanent, or revise it based on the
risks to particular patients because of

to provide a balance between adequate nature of, reasons for, and frequency of their medical condition. The NRC

controls and avoidance of undue departures.The NRC will provide FDA recognizes that the physician may face

interference in medical ludgments.The the opportunity to review this severe time constraints dunng an

high level of public health and cafety informa tion. emergency; therefore, an exception has

protection that accrues from following Because these amendments involve been provided in i 35.200(c) Under the

the FDA approved instructions must be relief from restrictions which if left in exception, a written direct ve is not

balanced with the need to depart from place could have an adverse impact on required before prepanng the

those instructions to obtain d; agnostic pubbe health and safety. and ' ccause radiopharmaceuticalif an authorizedo

or therapeutic results not otherwise the NRC has receised and considered user physician determines that the delay

attainable or to reduce patient risk in pubhc comments on the petition for in ob:aining a written d:rective would

some uncommon disease states or
rulemaking. good cause exists for jeopardize the patient's health.The

pa%nt conditions in order to provide omitting the notice of proposed wntten directive together with a
rulemaking and the pubbe procedures statement of the emergency

prver patient care. thereon as unnecessary and contrary to determinatlon must be prepared with 3
The diagnostic use of

radiopharmaceuticals is, in most cases. the pubhc interest, and for making these working days of the emergency

an area of inherently low radiation risk amendments effective upon pubhcation administration.The written directive
m the Federal Register without the and a record of the number of patient

to patients (Policy Statement. 44 FR
83c February 9.19~0). Ahhough thre customary thirty day notice.This administrations under each departure

are greater risks inherent in the use of interim rule will terminate 3 years after must be retained by the licensee for a

therapeutic levels of radioactive drugs. the date of publication in the Federal period of 5 years and made available for

t in hght of the information provided with Register. NRC inspection.,

This intenm rule does net addressand gathereo subsequent to the petition. IV. Future Agency Action departures from "Investigstional New; the NRC does not beheve that limitmg This intenm rule amendmg to CFR Drug" (IND) generator elutionthe therapeutic ese of
radiopharmaceuticah ir. all cases to parts 30 and 35 represents only one instructions or IND protocol directions

only the indications and methods of phase of NRC's resolution of the ACNp- for reagent kit preparation because the

administration specified in the package SNM petition for rulemaking Dunng the departures may compromise the
insert is justified. :.loreover, as stated in eyear penod. the NRC may modify the scientihe integrity of the clinical

interim rule or take other regulatory insestigation.Therefore. hcensees mustits 1979 Folicy Statement, the NRC action it determines necessary to prowet continue to ftllow the IND generator
recognizes that physicians have the the public health and safety. Based o" clution instructions and IND protocol
pnmary responsibility for the protection continued NRC analysis of the ACNP- directions for reagent kit preparation.of their patients.The Commission SNM petition. the comments on petitwn

and on this interim rule, expenence w ah Section 31300 Use ofbe!! eves that basic decisions concemmg
the diagnosis and treatment of disease the implementation of this intenm rule Radiopharmoceuticc/s for Theropy
pre a pa t of the physician patient and other information. the NRC may For a radiopharmaceutical for whichi
relationship and are traditionally
considered to be part of the practice of propose amendments to this rule or to the FDA has approved an NDA, thei

other provisions of 10 CFR parts 30 and amendments to i 35.300 would permit a
medicine.

| The NRC has made a determination 35 as par,t ofits resolution of all the licensee, under certain circumstances, to
issues rm: sed in P!bl-35-9 use therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals

l that contmuet' appheation of the subiect
for indications or a method ofrequirements. without exceptions, may V. Discussion administration not specified in the3 adsenely affect the pubhc health and

Section 31200 Use of package insert. Specifically, these usessafety because the delivery of proper Radiopharmaceuticcis. Ge::erators. cod would be permitted Li an authorized user
patient care may require,in ccitain Reagent K/!.s for1megmg cod physician makes a recard of theinstances. that some Locchzotion Studies departure which includes the specificradiopharmaceuticals be prepared and
administered in a manner different from The NRC believes that persons nature of the departure and a brief

that stated in the FDA. approved hcensed by the NRC to elute generators statement of the reasons why the

instructions.The NRC has reviewed the and prepare reagent kits should not departure would obtain medical results
information on nuclear medicine cimical always be bound by the requirement not otherwise attainable or would

procedures and believes that adequate specified m 10 CFR 35.200(b) to follow reduce medical risks to partkular

protection of the public health and the manufacturer's instructions for patients because of their rnedical

safety can be maintained while, at the radioparnaceuticals for which the FDA condition. A record of the departures

same tims. providing proper patient has approsed an NDA.They should not from indications and method of
care. Hence. the NRC is issuing an be bound if they have a wntten directn e administration and a record of the
intenm final rule that permits. on the (e g., prescription) made by an number of patient administrations under

direction of an authorized user authonzed user physician directing a each departure must be retained in an

physician, departures from the specific departure for a particular auditable form and be available for

manufacturer's instructions m patient. or patients, or for a inspection for 5 years. lf a kit or

prepara:ng radiopharmaceuticals and radiopharmaceutical. and which generator for a radiopharmaceutical for

departures from package inse-ts for meludes (1) the specific natee of the therapy were approved by FDA (through

mdica%cn and method of adm;nistranon departure. (2) a precise decenpt:on of an NOA). this interim rule does not

i
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authortre departures from the
These amendments to i 30.34 lake complying with the requirements nfmanufacturer's lastructions for elutmg precedence over the restrictive i 35.2?the generator or preparing the therspy conditions (i.e., on eluting generatorskit,

and prepenng reagent kits for NDA Uu tive Staternents

Section 30.3 Terms and Conditions of ra60 pharmaceuticals)in the licenses of
Licenses commercial nuclear pharmacies. Findity of No Significant Environmentcl

Commercial nuclear pharmacies are Therefore, those parts of the license Impact: Availability

licensed pesuant to 10 CFR part 30. conditions no longer apply dunng the 3- The Commission has determined
' Rules of General Apphcabihty to

year period when the mterim rule is in under the National Environmental Policy
Domestie !Jeensing of Byproduct ef fect. This interim rule does not Act of 1969. as amended, and the

Matenal" These hansees are required address departures from LND enerator Cornmission's regulauons in subpart AF
by a license con 6uon similar to elutjen instructions or IND protocol of 10 CFR part 51 that these
I 35.200(b) to elute generators and d rections for reagent kit preparation. amendments are not a major Federal

thus beensees shall continue to followprepare reagent kits in accordance with the IND instructions, action sigruficantly affecting the quabty
the manufacturer's instructions. The

.
of the human environment and therefore

NRC believes that authorized users ConM.ums Applicability of Regulotory an environmental impact staternent is
obtaining radiopharmaceuticals from A *i"#### not required. This intenm rule amends
commercial nuclear pharmacy beensees The NRC notes that this intenm rule

NRC regulations to permit hcensees who
should not be bound by this restriction does not relieve licensees from the elute generators and prepare reagent
in the commercial nuclear pharmacy reqairementa to comply with other kits to depart from the manufacturer's
hcense. Therefore, the NRC is amending applicable NRC, FD A, and other Federal instruchoes if those persona have a
to CFR 30.34. "Terrns and Conditions of or State reguladons or NRC orders of written danctive made by an authorized
1.icensas.' to permit actions within the hcense condiuons concerning user physician that requests a speciac
scope of those permitted by the new poewssion or ne of byproduct material departure for a particujer patient, or
l 33.200(c). For situations not within the for me6eal use or otbet purposes as patients, or for a rs&opbarmaceutical
scope of the amended i 30L34. a specified in to CFR parts 30,32. 33, and This directive must provide the spec Le
cornmercial nuclear ptLarmacy licensee
may file an application to have its 35. Moreover,if a radioactive biologic nature of the departure, a precise

receives a product licerrie approval description of the departure, and the
beense ammaded to permit specific (PLAT this mienm rule does not reasons why the departure from the
departaree from the manufacturer's authonze departures from the manufacturer's instrucuoos would
instructions for identified products, ruanufacturer's ins tructJons for obtain medical results, diagnostic or

Under the interim rule, cornmercial prepanng the biologic. In addition. if a - therapeudc. not otherwise attainable or
n:: clear pharmary beensees would no kit or generator for a would reduce medicalnska to particular
longer be bound by the requirement in
their licenses to follow the. radiopharmaceutical for therapy pauents because of their medical

manufacturer's instructions for a
receives an approved NDA, tius intenm condition The amendment does not

radiopharmaceutical for which the FDA rule does not authonze departures from addrees departures from IND eneestort
the manufacturer's instructions for eludonlomucum of M proteg

has approved an NDA if they have a eluung the generator or prepanns the directions for reagent kit preparation.
wrttten dtrective made by an authortzed
user physician directing a specific therapy kit.Neither of these approvals The NRC is also modifying its

exists at this tune and neither is Mgdebon8 to p"m1 Rcertain
departure for a particular patient. or authonzed by current regulations. Q ", #

*[#
' '

[" j[g j" des'd p
#

Radiation Safety Responsibilities of folloMn3 the package instructionsn r
of the departure, a precise des:ription of Med se1.ic w ees regarding indications and method of
the departure, and why the departure NRC medical use licemees are adm.nistradon. The intenm rule < toes
from the manufacturer's instractions required by i 35.21 to appoint a not affect the exernpdon la 10 CFR part
would obtain medical results not Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) 20 for the intentier.al exposure of
otherwise attainable or would reduce responsible for irnplemendng the patients to radiation for the purpose ofmedicat riske to particular patients hcertsee's radiation safety program. The medical diagnosis and thempy.
because of their me& cal condidon. As licensee is required, through the E.SO, to Although the rule ony cause somein 135.200(c). there is an exceptice to ensure that radiation aAfety activities paher.s to be exposed to higher ofthe requirement fo' a wntten directive are being performed in accordance with lowet be's of redinhon than otherwisebefore preparing the approeed procedures and regulatory expecte I. thcee expoeures would beradiopharmaceuticalin an emergency requirements in the daily operstion of given m obtain medical resuhs notsituation if en authorized user physician the |icensee's byproduct material otherwise atreinable of to reduce other

i

determines that a delay in obtaining the croyem. Nothing in thre rulemaking risks to the patient. It should be notedwritten directive would jeoparate the relieves the beensee from complying that current requirements do not limitpatient's health, in this case. the with the requirernents of 135.21. the radiation dose preecribed by thecommercial nuclect pharmacy ccensee in accordance with to CFR 35.22. NRC authorired user physician for either
shall obtain the wrinen directive fro n medical instituhon licertsees are diagnosis or therapy. The amendmentsthe authodzed user physician within 3 remired to establish a Radiation Sefety would not rehece licensees fromworking days of the prescribed

Committee (RSC) to oversee the use of meeting the requirements in 10 CFRdeparture. The directive muni contain
baruduct matenal.The duhes of the parts 20 and 35 that restrict radiation

r

!

irJormation regardmg the emergency RSC are specified in i 35.22(b) and exposure to medical care personnel inand all othet required informuhon.
include reviews. on the basis of safety. the restricted area of to the generalLicensees shall keep those records in an of numerous aspects of a licensee's use public in the enrestncied area orauditable form and avaibb!e for of byprodact material. Nothing in this radioacdve e(fluent relesses It iswraction for 5 years
raternakiria reheves the hcensee from expected that there would be no

I
|
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significunt change, either increase or they do not involve any provisions that preparation instructions (for
decrease. In radiation exposure to the would impose backfits as defined in 10 radiopharmaceuticals authorized for use
public or to the enttronment beyond the CR 50109(a)(1). pursuant to i 35.200) provided that:

(i) The licensee has a wriuto directiveexposures currently resulting frnm W d S#ddeliser the dose to the patient. made by an authorized user physician
The Environmental Assessment and to CFR Part 30 that directs a specific departure for a

Finding of No Signliicant Impact la Dyproduct material. Crindnal penaltv. piirticular patient. or patients. or for a
g_ -available int inspection at the NRC Gos ernment contracts.

'

radiopharmaceutical, and which
public Document Room at 2100 L Street latergovernmental relations. Isotopes. includes the specific nature of the
NW. (Lower 1.cret). % ashington. DC. Nuclear materials. Radiation protection. departure, a precise description of the
Single cupies of the Assessment arc Reporting and recordkeeping departure,and a brief statement of the
avadable from Dr.Tse (see Aecnssses requitcments. reasons why the departure from the
headmg). manufacturer's instructions for

W R M 33 preparing the redsopharmaceuticallupernvrk Reduction Act Statement
b pr duct material. Criminal penalty, would obtain medical results not

nis final rule amends information Drugs. Health facilities. Health oth< twise attamable or would reduce
collection requirements that are subject professions. Incorporation by reference, medical risks to particular patients
to the Paperwork Reduction Act of1MO hiedical devices. Nuclear materials. because of their medical condition.nc
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seg ) These Occuptional safety anti nealth. licensee shall keep the written directisc
reouirements were approved by the Radation protection. Reporting and and record of the number of
Office of Management and Budget reco dkeeping requirements. prescriptions diepensed under the
approval numbers 3150-0010 and 3150- departure in an auditable form and
M17. T'or the reasons act out in the madaWe for inspecen for 5 yeurs: or

public reporting burden for this preamble and under the authority of the ,

collection of information is estimated to Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended. 60 An authonzed user physician
de'crmines. In accordance with

t as erage .00 hour per response, includmg the Energy Reorganization Act of1974.
the time for reviewmg instructions. as amended, and 5 U.S C. 552 and 553. I 35.200(c). that a delay in preparing the

searchiqt eusting data sources. the NRC is adopting the following radiopharmaceuticat in order to make a
written directive would jeopardize the

itathering and mamtainmg the data amend >nents to 10 CFR parts 30 and 35-
patient's bemDh because of the cmcrgent

needed, and completing and reviewing'

the collection of mformation. Send PART 30-RULES OF GENERAL nature of the patient's medical

comments regardmg this burden APPLICABluTY TO DOMESTIC condition. In this case, the hcensee shall

estimule or any other aspect of this UCENSING OF BYPRODUCT obtain the written directive made by the

collection of informution, includmg MATERIAL authorized user physician which
contains the notation regardmg the

suggestions for redt.e:ing this burden. to lye authority citation for part 30 is emergency and all the information
the information and Records f' 'd I t'ad 88 I ll W8: specified in paragraph li)(1)(i) of this
Management Branch (MNUMTt4). U.S

Authority: S(ca 81,8:. tet. Ic2. tea. ter.. ea section within 3 working days after the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Siet. 915. Ms. esa,954. 955. as amended. 96 prescribed departure. The bcensee shcli
Washington, DC 20555; and to the Desk 14 8 Sidt 444 as am'aded 142 USC :1R keep these records in an auditable form
Officer Office ofInformation an - and available for inspection for 5 years.
Regulatory Affairs. NCOfL3019 ( - m 5a 2

(2) The actions authorized in0017 and 3150-0010). Office of amended.1244.1246 (42 USC SMt. 5N1 paragraph 0)(1) of this section are,
htanagement and Budget. Washington. Sool.

i DC 20503 Section 30.7 =!so issued under Itix L 95 permitted notwtthstanding more

| 601. sec.10. 9: Stat. 2951 (4:U S C. 5ast). restrictive languaFe in license conditions
Re.culatory Anolysis Section 30.34(b) also issued under sec.1N. f4 unless those license conditions

_g
Stat 954. as an. ended (42 U S C. :234). specif cally reference 130 34ti).The Commission has prepared a
Section 30 61 also issued undet sec.187. 02: (3) Nothing in this section relieves theregulatory analysis for these
b '' 803 I42 U'8 C A#373' licensee from complying with other%amendments. The analysin examines the

benefits and impacts considered by the am nde (42 C 1 03. .

applicable NRC, FDA. and other Federal
'

NRC. The regulatory anal) sis is Ic). (f). Igl. and (t). 30.4tial and (c). and 30.53 or State regulations governing the
available for inspection at the NRC are issued under sec telb.ae Stat. N8. as clution of generators and preparation of
l'ubhc Document Room at 2120 L Street amended (42 UAC. ::ottb)): and il 30 a. reagent kits.
NW. (la er Level). Washington, DC. Su 9. 30 34!al. 30.36. 30.51. 30.52. 30.55. and
Single copies are available from Dr. Tse 30 50ib) and (c) are issued under sec. teto,(A PART 35-MEDICAL USC OF

(see Aconsssas hcoding). 5:at. 9m us amended (42 U S C 2:0t101). BYPRODUCT MATERIAL

"Ihe Commission requests pubhc. 2. In i 30.34. paragraph (i) is added t 3 The authortly citation for part 35 is
comments on the regulatory analysis. read as follows: revised to read as follows:
Conments are wc!come at any time

1 30.34 Terms and conditions of t6 censes Authority 5,<:s. st.101.181183, es Stat.during the three yent period that the
in w4a. 953. s54 as amended (42 UAC. rt ti.- * * * *

mierim Imal rule is in effect Commenu
! on the analysis may be submitted to the (1)(1) From August 23.1990, to August 2.:ut. 2:31 :233): sec. 201. en Stet.1242. as

NRC as indicated under the acontsses 23.1993. each licensec eluting generators amended (42 UAC SM4'

F r the purp ses of sec. 2:3. ca Siet. 958. as
hondinR. and processing radioactive material amended (4: U.S C :273); ll 35.11.35.13.

diagn stic reagent kits for whfeb 35.:o f al and (b). 35 21 (a) and (b). 35.::. 35 :3.Um Urr Ancly s theF.ood and Dru2 Administration a5 :s. 33r ( ). (c) and (dl. 3531 (a). 35 49.
p

The NRC has determined that the (I'DA) has approved a "New Drt2 35 50 f aHdt. 3*.5i (aHel. 35 53 (aHbl. 35 54
backfit rule.10 CFR 50.104 does not Application"(NDA) may depart from (aW(< ). (e)(s t (W and (bl. 35.60. 35 et. 35 70
ay.tv to these emendments becnuse the n.anufacturer's elution and t e r). 35.n. 33 ao (aH el. 35 9n,359sa).

t
,
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as1 o. 31200 (b) and (cl. 35.204 tal an6 tbt
35 205. 35:20, 35300. 35 310ta t 35 315. 35.3:o- emergency nature of the patient's

medical condition. the
35 400. 33 434(at 35 406 lel and (et 35 410(a t ,
35 415.35 420, 35 500. 35.5 0. 35 605,35 606. radiopharmaceutical may be prepared

. . .#Nj,* e y. M.
-N

35 610 (a) and Ib). 35 615. 35 620. 35 630 tal without first making a written directive,
f.nd (bt 35 632 la Hf). 35 634 (a He). 35 636 la) The authonzed user physician shall

.nd Ib) 35 st (a) and (b). 35 M3 (a) and (b). make no:ation of this determmalion in
,..,,, --

ae35 M 5la)ar.Jlb). 35 000, 35 910.35 9:o. the wntten directive within 3 working ,- P : - i
,

35 930. 35.932. 35 934 35 Wo. 35 N t. 35 950. days after the presenbed departure.
35 9M 35 961. 35 9'o and 35 9*1, are issued (2) The licensee shall keep the written .

'

under sec.161b. 68 Stat. H8. as amended (4: directive and a record of the number of
'

U.S C. 2201(b)) and il 35.14. 33.21(b L '

312:ibl. 35 3ibl,35 :t (a) and:ct 35 29(bt patient administrations under the
departure in an auditable form and

5 c 35. d eH2) 35 59 g and til available for inspection for a penod of 5
-

,'

35.7ofel 35 eo(f).35 9 (bb 35400le) 35:N!cl. > ears
.

. ; _
,

35.30@L 35.310(bL 35 315(bL 35 4Xb). 35 40G (3) Nothing in this section reh. eves tt:e
(b) and (dl. 35 4to(bh 35 415ib). 35 610(cl hcensee from complymg with other

.

a
35 e15fdH4L 35 e30(ct 35 63:Ist 35 tun. appbcable NRC. FDA. and other Federal

. s
' ' '-

35 636 cL 35 64)(c). 35 NB ). 35 N5 ad or State regulations ges emmg the !
^

35 M1(c) are issued under sec. 1510 68 S'at
-

elution of generators and preparation of 9
950 as arnended (42 U.S C. 2 ollo!L reagent kits.

4. In i 35.8. paragraph (b) is resised to.

read as follows: 6. In l 35.330. the existing text is )
designated as paragraph (a) and a new 3

| 35.8 Information collection paragraph (b)is added to read as
e

requirementa: 01:49 approval. follows: '

* * * * *
{ 35 300 Use of rad 6opharmaceuticafs for(b) The approved infurmaticn therapy.

collection requirements contained in this . . . . .

part appear m || 35 12.35.13.35.14.
35.21,35.22.35.23.35.27.35.29.35.31. (b)(1) From August 23.1990. to August

35.33. 35 50. 35.51. 35.53. 35 $9. 35.60-
23.1993 a hcensee may depatt itom the

35.61. 3530. 35 80. 35 92. 35.200. 35 2R
package insert iostructions regardmg

35.205. 35.300. 35.310. 35 315. 35 4N indications or method of administration
for a radiopharmaceutical for which

35 400.35 410.35.415. 35.606. 35 610.
35.615.35.630, 35 632. 35.634. 35 636- FDA has approved an NDA. provided

35 641,35 M3. 35MS, and 3'iM7 that the authorized user physician
makes a record of the departure which* * * * *
includes the specific nature of the

5. In 135.200 paragraph (c)is added to departure and a brief statement of the
read as follows: reasons why the departure would cb!mn

# * U * ##" '"' N135.200 use of radiopharmaceuticais.
generators, and reagent kits for imaging or would reduce medical nsks to
and localcetion sturbes. particular patients because of their

medical condition. Licensees are not
. . . . .

(c)(1) From August 23.1990. to August authorized to depart from the
211993, a hcensee may depart from *he manufamuri instrucum fu dudng a
manufacturer's mstructions for eluting smram M papan any Mt fM a
generators and preparing reager.t kits radiopharniaceutical or therapy.
for which FDA has approved an NDA. (2) The hcensee shall obtain this
provided that the hcensee has a writta.n nc [d within 3 working days of the
directive made by an authorized user admmistration and keep this record and
physician that directa a specific a ree rd of the number of patient
departure for a particular patient. or administrations under the departure in
patients. or for a radiophannaceutical, an auditable form and available for
and which includes the specific nature bspdon IM 5 pam

of the departure, a precise description of licensee from complying with othe.'
M" "" ""

the departure, and a brief statement of
the reasone w appheable NRC. FDA (meluding
manufacturer,hy the departure from therequirements goveming the submissionmstructions for
prepanng the radiopharmaceutical of an IND). and other Federal or Stato
would obtain medical results not regulations gaven.ing the use of

Otherwise attainable or would reduce radiopharmaceuticals for therap).
medical nsks to particular patients DateJ at Rockville. Afar > land, this 3rth da)
because cf their medical condition. If the I ^'82" "
authonzed user physician deterrdnes For the Nuclear Regulatory Cornrnissten
that a delay in preparmg the Samuel J. CMk.
radiopharmaceuticalin order to make a Se=etam ot the Cor- tmssion.
wntten directive would jeopard ze the |FR Doc. 90-19w1 Filed MMo. 615 aT|patient s health because uf the eu,mo coot rs o.et.4.

Y
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pg,,g,g,,, per vissung poseen participate in public meetings and - also be aaaaldared band on b neede
y seminare sponsored by NRC for of NRC and the individuare interests.

exchanging informadon and discussing Now so Nominata Candidates may beAssuem Nuclear Regulatar7 iseoes, of mutualinternet, that wiu noudanted by profewtonal groups. 'Comsdselodb beneSt the regulation of medical medical societies, government agencbet <

Acnges car lot acadnations, practica. A collaters] NRC goalis to or may be self.noadneted. Noodnations
create a cadre ofindividual with must provide the noudnee's curnnt

'
sammeasmDe Nuclear RegulatorT t o e me use o [, ,, Ying *
f'a==A=anaa (NRC) is isotopes: therefore, it is likely that
acaduations of physicians. former Fellows may be asked to educational and profeselonal
expert quallScations la the particpate from time to time. In NRC. 9uallocations of b noannee. A brief
speclahy Balds of Naclast Medistas or sponsored meeunse and uminars aner statement of the individual.e
Radiation Oncology, to apply as Viettin8 their appointments end. to provide professional objectiva should also be
Feuows. Othon hastas expert advice and consultauon about the included.
q1eallAcations in related nelds such as regulated program, when to Subm/t#;minctlans.
Diapositte Radteingtoni physiss. nerefore. NRC la primarily solidting Submit nominations to: Secretary of the
heropeutic Radiological Physics er nominations of physicians involved with Commission. ATTN: Visiting Fellowe

~ FMW- i are also invited to b medical un of radioisotopes, but Management Of5cer. U.S. Nuclear
apply, will be pleased to receive nominations Regulatory CWW Washington,
supousserrAser taspeannanose6 of otbr radiauon health profusionals DC 20655.

Oyect/res. NRC is to axpand and medical rediation epecialisis to pote Nominatione An Due.
Its understanding of We led see in the VFP. Nominadone are due to the Secretary of
coaummity by cree' ' prograc' for Appointment Afethod. Appointments b Coaunission by Aurtot at 19so.
Vialtang FeBows.TL -,ectives of this will be made by means of roa puernesa esporsa% coerract

a are to improve NRCs IntergovernmentalPersonnel Act
James H. Myers, Medical. Academie,wiedge of the medical comunualty; to assignment, reimbursable detail, or and Commercial U:s Safety Branch.

keep abreast of new technology and professional term appointment.
developments in the diagnoeuc and depending on the selectee a situation. y,g, ggop, eH3, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. Washington. DC 20655.therapeutic name of isotopes: to develop Term ofAppointment The term of Ielephone (301) 492-0637.an awanness of the socio econcede appomtment wdl be approximately one
factere governing health care: to develop year. Appointments may be lengthened. Dated At Mvma, %M thae Maday
and sustain a base of exportenced depending on the depth and scope of the of M87 188"
individual familar with the regulatoT Fallow's project. to approximately two For the Nuclear Regulatory Commiseace.
envisamment to improve NRCs yeare. John 3. clean.regulasery psossess and to develop Compen.sation. Visiting Fellows will c3j,pp, dical Academic, and commmial;

medical use regulations that estesmaEy receive compenseuen commensureto um safe <y Arunch. Dimion orladuemalandi

latrudeinte sandleal peaceca.He with their experience, ulary history and Medica /NuclearSofety. NMSS
| program la open to physicians interestad federal pay guidelinee wh!!e serving p1t Doc, so-13*rt Filed 6-6 4ct tas aml
| in seeking an oppointment for individual their appointment. Visiting Fellows will a u ,,,oa.e m
| sabbatical pursuits. Other specialists on be reimbursed for ofScial travel and
| ubbatical, or those who wish to engage relocation expenses.

In poet.doctroal research. will also be - Duty Location and Trcrel. Visiting
considand. Individuals participating in Fellows may be assigned to any Office
the Visiting Fellows Program (VFP) in NRC. Including OfHee of the
would join NRC. for approximately one Comminioners. consistent with the
year, to undertake acuvitin consistent intereeta and needs of NRC and the
with the intarosts and needs of NRC and individual's training and experience.
with the individual's training and The duty location is at NRC
experience: and that will result in a Headquarters, One White Mint North,
clearly defined assignment useful to 11555 Rockville Pike. Rockville,
NRCs medical regulatory program. Maryland 20a52. It is anudpakd btThe number of appointments mad *

bn wu! be some tnve audawd withwill depend on the range of skills
embodied in the nominations, individual this posidon.
interests and the needs of NRC Eligibilityllequinments. NRC la an

In addition to a specific auignment or -; equal opportunity employer. Mominees
research project. it is anticipated that _ must be U.S. citizens. Nomless must also

!- the Fellow would attend meetinge of satisfy applicable NRC security, conflict
NRCs Advisory Committee on the olinterest, and drug.fne work placei

! Medical Use of Isotopes (ACMUT): standards. Eligibility is open to
Federal. State. and local agencies: physicians specializing in Nuclear,

l professional organizations: and groups, Medicine or Radisuon Oncology,
to participate in discussions on issues Diagnostic Radiological Physicists,
related to medical affstrs and radiation Therapeuuc Radiological Physicists and
medicine.The selectee may also Radiopharmacists. Other nominees, will

__

|
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POLfCY ISSUEAugust 8, 1990 SECY-90-275

The Commissi(onersinformation)For:

From: James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations .

Subject: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MEDICAL VISITING FELLOWS PROGRAM

Purpose: This paper informs the Commission about the implementation
and administration of the Medical Visiting Fellows Program
(MVFP) described in SECY-89-295. Enclosure 1 is a Federal.
Reoister Notice dated June 7, 1990, outlining a number f~-

program items designed to initiate implementation of the MVFP,
and soliciting nominations. Enclosure 2 contains a summary
of key milestones associated with the administration of the
MVFP, their expected completion dates, and lead Of fices.

This paper also responds to comments from the Commissioners
contained in a memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk, of October 20,
1989, regarding the development of the MVFP, The responses
of the staff are found in Enclosure 3.

Discussion: The U.5-. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-(NRC) intends to expand
its understanding of the regulated community through a MVFP.
The objectives of this program are to improve NRC's
knowledge of the medical-community; to keep abreast of new
technology and developments in the diagnostic and therapeutic-
uses-of isotopes; to develop an awareness of the socio-economic
fatu rs governing health care; to develop and sustain a base
of experienced individuals familiar with the regulatory
environment; to improve NRC's regulatory process; and to
develop medical use regulations that minimally intrude into
medical practice. The program is primarily seeking physicians
with expert backgrounds in nuclear medicine or radiation
oncology. Others, having expert qualifications in related
fields such as diagnostic radiological physics, therapeutic
radiological physics, or radiopharmacy are also invited to
apply as Medical Visiting Fellows.

Contact: Janet Schlueter, NM55
492-0633

4 f$wtroW5~-
*

.
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Nominees 'might be on sabbatical or interested in conducting
graduate. post graduate, or post-doctural researchi or job

'related work consistent.with the.needs'and interests'of the' ;NRC;,

_ns '
.

.A collateral NRC goal is:to create'a cadre of individuals b
with knowledge and experience in the regulation of the~

medical use~of-isotopes. As a result, the NRC'will:likely ask.
4 former Fellows to= participate, from time to time, in meetings;%

and seminars to provide advice and consultation about the-
*_. regulated program,.the.ff6F or related areas of interest.-

The staf f will. incorporate knguage into each ! individual's :
~MVFP-ag'reement indicating.that the Fellow should.be willing to'n

'J'
meet and confer with the NRC and'other Feilows in future t
meetings and seminars at the request of the Commission.

'

Individuals participating in the MVFP would -join the NRC for
: approximately one year, to undertake' activities consistent-

-with the interests and needs of'the NRC and-the individual'ss

'
'

professional experience. Appointments may be' lengthened iupon mutual agreement by'the NRC:and the Fellow..
._ .

# Tho'Ney elements associated ~with administration of. the MVFP'
have been designed to ensure that the. program is meaningful fort

t i + both the. FellowsLand the' Commission. The following paragraphs
,

describel the: process that the staff'will follow to implements

1; ja -and administer 1the program:
"

Proceduresifor receiptJof nomination' packets
.

TIIe'NMSS Project Manager will receive and log the nomination
-

packets ~The Project' Manager will review each' packet for. '

completeness.and forward a . letter acknowledging receipt of Ln

the:packetLto the applicant in a timely manner,&
y , .

Evaluation panel
.

.

-The NMSS Office Director will establish an evaluation panel
and appoint its. members. The panel.wil1 cons.ist o.f three--to-

~

five i_ndividuals from higher-level NRC managementf representing-7
| several agency Offices,1and'the; Project Manager.- The|NMSS
W Office Director will chair the. panel. As:an early.and integral

part of the : panel's evaluation,H the Offico cf the General
'V '

. Counsel will be_ consulted and will-provide advice on.all: >

prospective candidates with regard to conflict-of interest 4
' '-issues. ,w
...

5keview of nomination packets by the panel
_

Within 30 days of: the-close of the nomination period described
H in the-Notice, the evaluation panel will complete a review of'

each applicant, primarily on the basis of the packet submitted.

(-

!

l'
:

Iu.
r ,$
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Coordination with the agency host Office for the developmentg
of the work project or product

Within 60 days of the close of the nomination period
described in the Notice, the panel will identify prospective
candidates, if any. As a result, during initial negotiations
with the appropriate host Of fice, the panel will identify each
work project, and if applicable, an expected product. The
host Office is not limited to NMSS and mignt include other
Offices, such as, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.
The development of each work project will be based on the
individual applicant's professional experience and the
needs of the Commission at that time. For example, in one
project a Fellow could investigate the emerging trends in
Nuclear Medicine, or Radiation Therapy and related
radiological safety considerations. A few examples of new
trends of interest include the following: the use of monoclonal
antibodies in diagnostic and therapeutic administrations; the
use of high activ1ty brachytherapy afterloaders; and the use of
the gamma knife device for the treatment of intracranial tumors.
An example of a work product, might be an analysis of the
status of monoclonal antibody research, research issues that
need to be resolved before it achieves wide-spread use,
projections as to when this might be achieved, identification
of licensing issues for routine use that need to be resolved,
and proposed special licensing requirements such as, training,
radiation safety precautions, quality assurance requirements, etc.

Negotiations with selected individual (s)
The development of a work project and product will include an
interview of candidates by the NM55 Office Director and others
as deemed appropriate, and an initial negotiation with each
prospective candidate. The host Office and the Office of
Personnel will submit specific guidelines which will be
tailored to incorporate expertise offered by each individual.
In addition, during the interview the Office of Personnel
will explain NRC procedural commitments (e.g. drug testing).

Recommendations forwarded to E00 for approval
The panel will submit to the E00, for approval, those
candidates it recommends within 90 days of the close of the
nomination period identified in the Federal Register Notice.

Candidate selectior and notification process
Upon EDO approval, the staff will notify the candidate (s)
in order to proceed with final negotiations with the host
Office and the Office of Personnel.

{

,

_ _ _ _ _
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U Commencement cf term of appointment

The Project Manager will continue-to1 participate.by ensuring
that the Office of Personnel and the host Office complete
placement of each Fellow, handling the responsibility for
all daily administrative matters,.and identifying a host i

,

Of fice staf f member to "oordinate the work-project and '
product, if appropriat..

Solicitation ofDadditiona1' candidates-
-The staff will periodically publish Federal. Register N'otices-,

announcing aLcall for nominations:for the MVFP. The timing of'"
>these Notices will be determined by the timing cf.the end
date of.each Fellow.-the number of Fellows currentiy
participating in the MVFP, the needs of the Commission at that~

time, and the availability of qualified applicants.

Actions Taken: .The Federal Register Notice published on June 7 .1990,
s

announcing:a call for nominations of Fellows, described a.
number of program items designed to initiate-indlementation !
of the MVFP. .These items include;the following:

~

: Objectives-
fof MVFP, Appointment. Method, Term of Appointment, Compensation,
Duty ~ Location and Travel, Eligibility Requirements, How to
Nominate, Where'to submit Nominations, and Date. Nominations

'

Are~Due. The call for nominations closes. August 31, 1990.

IV? In addition to publication of the Federal Register Notice
- on June:7, 1990, copies of the Notice have been distributed '

'

to all. medical use program licensees. Copies have'also been+

given to the Offi.ce of State Programs for. distribution to,
,

Agreement' States and: Agreement State licensees; :To ensure. '

-wide distribution', the staff sent copies to:approximately
200 organizations and individuals who.may have an interest'in
the MVFP, and placed'copiesfin professional journals such as.
Scanner, published by the American College,of. Nuclear Physicians ,

:and Newsline, published by the Society of;huclear Medicine. .'
'

-Copies of.the Notice were also made available at the~ Society
; of Nuclear Medicine's 37th Annual Meeting, June 19 to 22, 4

1990, held in Washington,~ 0.C.
.

,

As a result of this Federal Register Notice, the receipt of'-

nomination packets has commenced.- -Consequently,, the program
b is underway-with the staff focus primarily on administration

of the MVFP. However, at present,"the staff has no indication;'
of the kind or number of nominations it will receive.

|; Therefore,-the number of candidates-selected will depend on the
E range of disciplines involved, and the types of activities that

can be assigned.

L

L
. -- . .--. - .- - -
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Coordination: This paper has been coordinated with the Office of the
General Counsel, and that office has no legal objection.

/
b\

J .es M. Ta or
xecutive Director
for Operations

.

Enclosures:
1. FRN.-

2. Key Milestones of program egmt.
3. Responses to comments from the OCM

contained in a memo of 10/20/89.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
IG
GPA
REGIONS-
EDO
ACRS
ACNW
ASLBP
ASLAP
SECY
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"'
Nesidnamesis fa'Ylstung Potome participate in public meetings and also be considered based on the needs
P m grarn seminare sponsored by NRC for of NRC and the individual's interests.

exchanging information and discussing How to Nom / acts. Candidata may beAemocTt Nuclear Regulatory issues. of mutualinterest, that will nominated by profeselonal groups.Crammisalon. benefit the regulation of medical medical societiu, government agencies.Actiose cab for nominations, practica. A consteralNRC goalle to or may be self. nominated Nominations
create a cedre of individual with must provide the nominee's current

' '

$1 addren and telephone number and'
suennanft no Nuclear Regulatory a n of em
r'm-1 alon (NRC)la invitmg isotopes therefore,it is likely that include a resume describing the
aandastions of physicians, heving former Feuows may be asked to educanonal and pmfudonal
expert quahncations la the modtomi particpate. from time to time. in NRC- quahncanons d ee amnbahef
specially Selds of Nuclear Medicias or sponsored meet 2ngs and seminare after statement of the individual e
Radiatien Oncology, to apply as Viatting the!r appointments end, to pmvide pmfewtonal objectives should also be
Fellows. Others hastag expert adytce and consultauon about the included.
quallacations in related fields such as regulated program. Where to Subm/t Nom /norlons.
Diasmaattic Radiologloa! Physics. Therefore, NRC is primanly soliciting Submit nominations to: Secretary of the
norspeutic Radiological Physics se nominations of physicians involved wita Commluion. ATTN:Vialtmg TeDows
Radiopharmancy are al.so invited to the medical use of radioisotopn. but Management O! Beer. U.S. Nuclear
apply..

of other radation health professionals DC 20555.

wiU be pleand to receive nominauons Regulatory Commission, Washington,
supeussestTAsrr esponesAtiose

Ob/ect/vn. NRC is am to axpend and me& cal r 6ation speciahats to Dois Nominations Are Due.
Its understanding of the r ted serve in the VFP. Nominauona are due to the Secretary of
community by creating a program for AppointmentMethod. Appointments the Commission by August 31,1990.
Visiting Fellows.The objectivo of this will be made by means of ,o, py,,,, ,,,,onegay,oes, co,eyacy:
program are to improve NRCs IntergovernmentalPersonnel Act

James it Myers. Medical. Academic,knowledge of the medical comm.mityt to assignment retmbursable detail, or
keep abreast of new technology and professional term appotntment. and Commere al Use Safety Branch,

developments in the diagnostic and depending on the selectee a situation' Mail, Stop:6H3. US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington, DC 20535,therapeutic uses of lootopes: to develop Term of Appointment. The term of
telephone (301) 492-0637an awareness of the socio econcede appointment will be approximately one

factore goveming health care: to develop year. Appointments may be lengthened, Deled At RockvGa. Maryland, thia 3tst day
and sustain a base of experienced depending on the depth and scope of the *N8Y 1"
individual familar with the regubtory Fellow's project to approximately two For the Nucient Regulatory Comauemon,
environment to improve NRCs years. Joan L Clean,
regulatory process: and to develop Compensation. Visinna Fellows wiu c3,,/.Medaal. Andemie andcorrunercialmedicat use regu'ations that mimmaRy receive compensation commensurete v,, sof,ty #rencl Dimion affndusmaland
intrudelase sendical tiescuca. The with their experience, salary history and MedicalNuclearSoffry. NMSS.
program is open to physicians interested federet psy guidelines while serving p Doc.so-tas:rt rued s.4 ect e4s are)
la seeking an appointmen' for individual their appointment. Visiting Fellows will su,,,, oo., ,,, ,sabbaucal pursuits. Other specialists on be reimbursed for official travel and
sabbatical or those who wish to engage relocation expenses.
In post.doctroal research, will also be Duty;,ocotton and Trevel. Visiting
considered. Individuals pa alcipating in Fellows may be as 1gned to any Office
the Visiting Fellows Prorcam (VFP) in NRC. Including Office of the,

would join NRC. for apnoximately one Comminioners, consistent with the
'

year, to undertake activities consistent interests and needs of NRC and the
with the interests and needs of NRC and individual's traming and expenence.
with the individual's training and The duty locauon is at NRC
experience: and that will result in a - Handquarters, One White FlivNorth,
clearly defined assignment useful to 11555 Rockville Pike. Rockville,
NRCs medical regulatory program. Maryland 20852. It is anticipated thatm number of appointments made

there will be soms trave associated withwill depend on the range of skilla this posiden'embo6ad in the nominations,ladividual
interests and the needs of NRC u.ligibihty Requirements. NRC !s an

In addition t; a specific assignment or e94a! opportelry empioyer. Mernineen
ruearch projeet,it is anticipeted that must be U1 Citisens. Nomises Edst also
the Fellow would attend rieetings of seusfy applicable NRC security, conthet

l' NRCs Advisory Committee on the oflaterest. aino drug. free work place
! Medical Use of isotopes (ACMUI): standards. Eligibility is open to

Federal. State. and local agencies: physicians specializmg in Nuclear,

| professional orgamzations; and groups, Medicine or Radiation Oncology,
'

to participate in discussions on issues Disgnostic Ra6ological Physicists,
related to me6 cal affairs and radiation Therapeut;c Radiological Physicists and
madicine. The selectee may also Radiopharmacists. Other nominees will ENCLOSURE 1

|
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KEY MILESTONES OF MEDICAL VISITING FELLOWS PROGRAM (MVFP) AND

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE

Objective. Office Completion Date*

Draft Federal Register Notice NMSS May 1, 1990
and submit to E00

Federal Register Notice approved E00 May 30, 1990
.

Federal' Register Notice published Fed. Reg. June 7, 1990

MVFP Commission Paper due NMSS NMSS July 19, 1990

MVFP Commission Paper due EDO NMSS July 26, 1990

MVFP Appointment Panel Identified NMSS/0P August 15, 1990

Nominations Close NMSS /Jgust 31, 1990

' Nomination Assessment Begint NMSS'0F #epte,ber 3, 1990

Interviews with selectee (s) and NMSS/0P Octv/-- 31, 1990
initial negotiations

Nomination Assessment Closes NMSS/0P November 15, 1990

Panel-recommendations forwarded to E00 November 30, 1990
EDO for approval

Notification of selectee NMSS/EDO December. 31, 1990

Selectee acceptance, project definition, NMSS/0P_ January 31, 1991
final negotiation anc clearance
processing

Fellow on Board OP To Be Deterrined

* Note: All dates are representative and may change due to programmatic needs.

|
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STAFF RESPONSES-TO-COMMENTS FROM THE' COMMISSIONERS I

-CONTAINED IN A SECY MEMORANDUM DATED OCTOBER 20, 1989
.

)
Comment No. 1:

The staff _is encouraged to pursue potential assignments for_a Visiting Fellow
in areas of emerging. medical technologies and_ procedures where the Commission

Jrseds to concentrate efforts to ensure 1that the regulations are adequate for
-. future medical applications.-. J

STAFF RESPONSE:
,

As directed by the Commission,.the staff has pursued potential assignments
'for.the MVFP. .The staff has discussed the matter with representatives af
professional societies, Federal agencies and services, and_ individual ,

l

physicians. _The. staff believes that there are several types of individu,1s
-willing to participate in the MVFP. There are projects that'may.be undertaken that- .iare: consistent; with the individual's tra.'.iing and experience and the interests- '

-and needs'of the.NRC. For_ example, the Commission could benefit from a nuclearL
medicine'orLradiationLtherapy physician's knowledge and experience in'the area>

;of: quality assurance, monoclonal antibody therapy, gamma -knife therapy, or high7

-activity brachytherapy-afterloaders. A: nuclear medicine physician,L or_ a
<radiopharmacist,'could work on a project related:to physician-ordered

.,

. modifications ~~of the radiopharmaceutical manufacturer's' instructions for the '

,

reconstitution of reagent _ kits'or 'the use of radiopharmaceuticals. These
individuals could also address the issue of1 compounding radiopharmaceuticals.
>The Commission-could also benefit fromLthe work of a medical radiation
physicist for teletherapy units and/or brachytherapy devices.

_

Comment No. 2:

The fellows program should contain language that states that it is thee

Commission's expectation -that a. fellowship recipient w;:1 be willing to
- narticipate in possible future meetings and seminars spon:ored by the NRC for''

+he purposes of maintaining contact with the alumni of. tb9 program and-.

_

-

. exchanging professional 1information of mutual interest. <ver time a group of
:past/ fellowship holdet s could be 0 very valuable information . resource to the,

' + 'NRC' and!it seems appropriate to ask rotential fellowship candidates to.make a
0 6 non-binding commitment -to meet and confer, f rom time to time, with the NRC and

other fellows;

,

k-
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-STA'FF RESPONSE:
j
"

TheTstaff:has-addressed this area.of concern by_ establishing a collats al !MVFP goal to create a cadre of~indivicuals with knowledge and experience in the
!-regulation of the medical-use of isotopes. Therefore, former Fellows will be !

~

. asked to-participate, from time'to time, in meetings'and seminars, after their-
. appointments-end, to provide ady' ice andiconsultation about the regulated program.

~

,

Jhe-staff 1willrincorporate' language.into the MVFP agreement,-indicating that the-
: Fellow:is.willing to meet and. confer with-the NRC,_and other Fellows, in theifuture. ~

di j

l

-Comment No'. 3:>

The U.S. Public Health Service should be included as one of the organizations
_

K:participatingrin the program, As a federally funded..non profit,-

'l,

, service-oriented entity, the'ir members-could provide a unique perspective on
-the' practice of. medicine.

STAFF' RESPONSE:

- The ' staff cont; acted; members of the U.S. Publ.ic Health Service (USPHS) and -
/ discussed'the concept of the MVFP Although:4he USPHS physicians could provide

~

.

-

.

afunique! perspective on: the' practice of medicire,:most' USPHS physicians are
-not| specialized in_ nuclear medicine or; radiation: oncology. USPHS physicians
may;Dhowever, be'able to' contribute to projects"related to broad issues such

1:as -_ industrial: hygiene, L referring physicians , Federal medical programs, and 'i

emergency medicaliresponse capabilities in-incidents involving nuclear
; materials. ,"

-
l

1 -

cComment"No;-4:

LSin'ce|the~papermentionsthat.theprogramcostsareexpectedtobe
accommodated;through reallocations of planned program support funds, the
Commission should be informed' on whether the " user-fee" concept applies and if

150, how;

'

: STAFF RESPONSE:

iMost of the _cos's for the MVFR are expected to be accommodated through,

reallocations.of planned _ program support funds. -Fellows will not
:

-work on fee-chargecble. casework, but they may follow'such work in parallel as
part' of their work 6 ctivity. Individuals participating in the MVFP would
join;the NRC, to undertake activities consistent with the interests and needs of

<

_

|

- _ _ _ - - - - - - - -
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3

the NRC and tne individual's training and experience. Their participation will
result in a clearly defined project, or assignmer.t, useful to the NRC's medical
regrlatory progre- Work assignments involving fee-chargeable casework would
appear to be inc(ns1 stent with established goals of the MvFP.

Comment No. 5: I

The staff is encouraged to pursue the offer of key medical use organizations
to provide short-term sabbatical positions for NRC staff in order to provide
enhanced understanding of *..ie regulated industry as well as valuable current
experience.

STAFF RESPONSE:

The staff believes that the offer of key medical organizations to provide
short-term sabbatical positions for NRC staff at the facilities of NRC

medical licensees ne6ds further evaluation. The staff believes that the goals
of enhancing the NRC staff members' understanding of the .egulated industry

.

and maintaining current knowledge of clinical practice can be partially
achieved through selective recruiting, additional staff training, and
attendance at national or local medical society m?otings and short, one-day
to two-week, observation visits arranged with nearby medical institutions. The
benefits to NRC of establishing short-term sabbaticals for i,taff members, must
be balanced against the possibility of creating conflict-of-interest situations

' for individual staff members. The staff recommends continued discussion with
the medical organizations, participating medical institutions, the Advisory '

Committee on the Medical Use of Isotopes (ACMUI), Office of Personnel (OP),
Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and NMSS to more fully develop this issue.

r
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Staff Workshops and Participation in Outside Meetings

1989
'

OCTOBER

Headquarters, Presentation on Medical Licensing and Inspection, American
College of Cardiology, Bethesda, Maryland

Headquarters. Army Industrial Hygiene Annual Meeting, Aberdeen, Maryland
Region I, Workshop, " Medical Initiatives," Rockport, Maine
Region III, Presentation at Annual Agreement Stata Meeting, Kansas

City, Missou,i
Region III, Presentation at Evanston-Glenbrook Hospital, Chicago, Illinois .

NOVEMBER

NMSS and GPA, Joint Special Topics Workshop, Downer's Grove, Illinois
Region I, Presentation to Technologist Section, Mid-Eastern Chapter,

Society of Nuclear Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Region III, Presentation at NRC Agreement States Sponsored Course,

Emmitsburg, Maryland
Region V, Meeting with Hawaii Department of Health Officials on Quality

~

Assurance, Honolulu, Hawaii
Region V, Workshop, Oakland, California,

Region V. Presentation at ASNT, Dublin, California

DECEMBER
,

Headquarters Presentation to Mid- Atlantic Chapter, American Association *

of Physicists in Medicine, Annapolis, Maryland i
'

. Region II, Workshop, Richmond, Virginia

1990
.

FEBRUARY

. Region III, Presentation to Healti Physics students from Wayne State-
University, Detroit, Michigan

Region III, Presentation to Harper Grace Hospital, Detroit, Michigan

MARCH

Region V, Presentation at Letterman Army Medical Center, San Francisco,
'

California
Headquarters, Presentation to Nuclear Medicine Technologists at

Northport VAMC, Northport, New York
Headquarters, Presentation to American Association of Physicists in

Medicine, Houston, Texas

i
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APRIL

Headquarters and RIII, Presentation at IAEA Training Course, Argonne
National Laboratory, Illinois

MAY I

Region III, Presentation at Michael Reese Hospital, Gdcago, Illinois

JUNE
I

Region III, Medical Workshop, Downers Grove, Illinois
Region V, Presentation at Hawaiian Chapter of Society of Nuclear

Medicine Technologists, Honolulu, Hawaii
Region V, Workshop, Honolulu, Hawaii
Region III, Presentation on " Impact of Part 35" at Health Physics

Annual Meeting Anaheim, California
Headquarters, Presentation at Society of Nuclear Medicine Annual

Meeting, Washington, DC
Headquarters, Pressntation to American Association of Medical
Dosimetrists Denver, Colorado

JULY

Region III, Presentation at Argonne National Labtratory on "Uses of
Radioactive Material," Illinois

AUGUST

NMSS and GPA, Joint Seminar, Arlington, Texas

SEPTEMBER

Region III, Presentation at Great Lakes Chapter of Health Physics
Society, Royal Oak, Michigan

Headquarters, Regions II and IV, Presentations at V.A. Workshop for V.A.
Radiation Safety Officers, Little Rock, Arkansas

|
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OTHER NRC DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE MEDICAL USE PROGRAM

Federal Register Notices

44 FR 8242, " Regulation of the Medical Use of Radioisotopes; Statement of
General Policy," february 9,1979.

51 FR 36932, " Medical Use of Byproduct Material; Final Rule," October 16, 1986.

53 FR 18845, " Medical Use of Byproduct Material; Training and Experience
Criteria," May 25, 1988.

52 FR 36942, " Basic Quality Assurance in Radiation Therapy," and 52 FR'36949,
" Comprehensive Quality Assurance in Medical 'Ise and a Standard of Care,"
October 2, 1987.

,

54 FR 22444, " Indemnification of Licensees that Manufacture, Produce, Possess,
or Use Radiopharmaceuticals or Radioisotopes for Medical Purposes," May 24, 1989.

54 FR 36239, "Petitien for Rulemaking; Notice of Receipt," September 15, 1989.

55 FR 23321, "Ncl11 nation for Visiting Fellows Program," June 7, 1990.

55 FR 34513. " Authorization to Prepare Radiopharmaceutical Reagent Kits and
Elute Radiupharmaceutical Generators; Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Therapy,"
August 23, 1990.

Staff Papers

SECY-88-77, " Medical Use Program," March 14, 1988.

SECY-89-006, " Annual Report on Medical Use Program " January 12, 1989.

SECY-89-105, " Price-Anderson Negotiated Rulemaking," April 3, 1989.

SECY-89-171, " Proposed Amendments to 30 CFR Part 35 to Require a Basic Quality
Assurance Program and to Modify Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements,"
June 7, 1989.

SECY-99-269, " Proposed Amendments to 10 CFR Part 35 to Require a Basic Quality
Assurance Program and to Modify Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements,"
August 30, 1989.

SECY-89-295, "Medict.1 Community Performance and Visiting Fellows Programs,"
September 21, 1989.

SECY-90-047, " Annual Report on Medical Use Program, 1989," February 14, 1990.

SECY-90-275, "Irplementation of the Medical Visiting Fellows Programs,"
August 8, 1990.
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Information Notices
!

IN 89-12 Dose Calibrator Quality Control

IN 89-60 Maintenance of Teletherapy Units

In 89-85 EPA's Interim Final Rule on Medical Waste Tracking
and Management

IN 90-58 Improper Handling of Opthalmic Strontium-90 Beta Radiation
Applicators

IN 90-59 Errors in the Use of Radioactive lodine-131

In 90-71 Effective use of Radiation Safety Committees to Exercise. Control
over Medical Use Programs

t
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